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Media Coverage

Over 50 members of the media from across the U.S. attended the conference.
Media outlets included:

Afterimage
Associated Press
Bay State Banner
Black Issues in Higher Education
Boston Globe
Boston Herald
Boston Neighborhood Network
Cambridge Chronicle
Chronicle of Higher Education
Dorchester Community News
IN Newsweekly
Ms. Magazine
NBC Network
New England Cable News
News and Notes, Newton Theological School
Pacifica Radio Network
Patriot Ledger
Resist, Inc.
San Francisco Sun-Reporter
SDSU
Sojourner
The Black Scholar
Vogue
WBUR
WBZ-TV, Ch. 4
WCVB-TV, Ch. 5
WGBH Radio
WGBH-TV, Ch. 2
WMBR Radio
WNET-TV, New York
WYBC Radio, New Haven



Following is the media coverage that we have record of as of 2/4/94:

Pre-Conference Coverage

11/10 MIT Tech Talk Forum on black women in the academy

12/93 Sojourner Black Women in the Academy: Defending Our Name
1894-1994

1/5 MIT Tech Talk National conference at MIT focuses on black women
academics

1/9 Boston Globe African-American women convene

1/9 Boston Globe Life as a female gentleman

1/11 The Tab Guinier to head MIT conference

1/12. WBUR Radio brief at 6:29 and 7:70 a.m.

1/12 Boston Globe National forum at MIT to focus on black women in
academics

1/12 MIT Tech Talk Black women's conference draws large registration, 1500
expected

1/12 WEXT-TV25 Brief story

1/12 The Tech Conference for black women to be held at MIT

1/13 Cambridge Chronicle Lani Guinier comes to MIT

* Broadcast coverage not included



Coverage During Conference

1/13" WBUR Guinier's 1st public appearance at conference sponsored by
MIT, Radcliffe and Wellesley at 5:07 and 6:30 p.m.

1/14 WHDH 850 40 second story

1/14 Boston Herald Black women in academe: their time has come

1/14 Boston Herald Guinier slams Clinton for lacking leadership

1/14 Boston Globe Guinier cites vacancy of key civil rights post

1/14 Associated Press Story on conference with Guinier speaking **

1/14 Cape Cod Times Guinier addresses MIT conference (AP)

1/14 WBUR Guinier talks about Clinton at MIT 6:00 a.m. and
7:30 a.m. brief

1/14 WEFCR, Amherst Guinier spoke at MIT at 7 a.m.

1/15 Boston Globe Black women scholars seize chance to share notes

* Broadcast coverage not included
** not able to secure article



Post-Conference Coverage

1/17 WGBH--TV Interview with several organizers, participants and
The Group speakers

1/19 The Tech Guinier speaks to Kresge crowd

1/19 ‘The Tech Davis discusses issues concerning black women

1/20 Bay State Banner Black women demand inclusion in academia

1/20 Bay Windows Black lesbians in academe speak Jan. 15 at conference

1/20 Cambridge Chronicle Black women scholars call for change at MIT conference

1/7 Inner Cily article on conference **
New Haven paper

1/26 Chronicle of Higher=~COVERSTORYBlackWomeninAcademe,MorethanEducation 2,000 gather for what one says could be 'the event of the
century”

1/26 Boston Globe Letter to the Editor--Globe's coverage of meeting was
superb

1/26 MIT Tech Talk Black Women Send Appeal to Clinton

1/27 Bay State Banner Choose issues carefully, Angela Davis advises

1/30 IN Newsweekly COVER STORY Angela Davis outfront at MIT,
addresses sexuality, race and class at MIT conference

2/94 Sojourner photos of conference

2/2 The Thistle Black Women in the Academy: Identity, Community, and
Mission

* Broadcast coverage not included
** not able to secure article



Upcoming;

Jet February 14

Black Issues in Higher February
Education

The Black Scholar March

Afterimage March or April

Vogue Mav

Possible:

US News and World Report

MS Magazine

Sojourner (may run speeches in March edition)
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CENTURY LANDMARK—Evelynn M. Hammonds, assistant professor in the
agen in Science, Technology and Society, and Robin W. Kilson, assistantprotesor of history, are the organizers of “Black Women in the Academy:
Defending Our Name, 1894-1994,” a national conference to be held January
13-15. 1994. ot MIT. See storv on page 5. Photo by Donna Coveney

COMING IN'JANUARY*

F Black W in Acad
ai A major, three-day conference at  Evelynn Hammonds of the Program in rector of the Bunting Institute atMIT in January, “Black Science, Technology and Society, where~~RadcliffeCollege..~. Women inthe Academy: Defending she teaches the history of science and The conference is jointly sponsored

Our Name, 1894-1994, isexpected medicine and women’s studies. by MIT, Wellesley College and Radcliffe
to bring more than 1,000 partici- MIT President Charles M. Vest, a College, with support from the Kellogg
pants to the campus for discussions member of the conference advisory Foundation At MIT, substantial pro-
on concems central to the lives of committee, said the Institute “is proud gram andlogistical support is being pro-
black women, inside and outside of to host this important endeavor whose vided bytheWomen’s Studies Program,

. the academy. influence promises to extend far be- the History Program, the Program inThe keynote speakers, all nation- yond the conference itself.” Hesaidthe~~Science,TechnologyandSocietyandally known, are: publication of papers and proceedings, the Office of Conference Services.
: Professor Lani Guinierofthe Uni- the networking opportunities provided The Jamsary 13-15, dates were

versity of Pennsylvania Law School, by the conference, and the mentoring selected asa between-semesters pe-
proposed by President Clinton, but opportunities for graduate and under- riod during which many academicslater withdrawn, to head the Civil graduate students will combine to give~~wouldfinditpossibletoattend.Rights Division of the Justice De- impetus to the important issues ad- Professors Kilson and Hammonds
partment. dressed at the conference. said: “We believe that the time hasDr. Johnnetta Cole, president of ProfessorsKilsonand Hammondssaid~~comeforblackwomenintheacademySpelman College. the conference will present a unique op- to come together to focus our schol-

Professor Angela Davis of the portunity to address historical and con- arly energies and public attention on
University of California, Santa Cruz. temporary issues facing black women in the various worlds which we inhabit.”The January 13-15 conference is the academy and “to examine the role of~~Theconferencewillhavemorethanbeing organized by two MIT faculty black women scholars in public life.” 60 workshops and sessions address-
members, Professor Robin Kilson, who Joining Professors Kilson and ing a wide variety of topics from
teaches women’s studies and African- Hammonds on the conference’sexecu- institutional issues to black women's
American history. and Professor tive committee is Florence Ladd, di- studies. Robert C. Di lorio
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w hBlack Women in the Academy:
[-] .

Defending Our Name 1894-1994
by Robin Kilson

Or January 13-15, 1994, a uniqueevent will occur at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. MIT
will be the site of a three-day conference
entitled “Black Women in the Academy:
Defending Our Name 1894-1994.” The
conference is expected to be large: the
program contains some 60 panels, work-
shops, and roundtables, with over 160
papers. Presenters come from over 100
different schools: historically Black col-
leges, small community colleges, large
state-run research universities, and the
Ivy League. At least 1,000 people from
across the country are expected to
attend. Many universities are sending
student delegations in recognition of the
implications of so many role models
gathered in one place. White scholars
interested in antiracist work in the acade-
my will also be there. There are even
four brave men on the program. Keynote
speakers are Lani Guinier (making her
first Boston appearance since her with-
drawn Somnaden to head the CivilRights Division of the Justice Depart- mm ds
ment); Jonnetta Cole, the president of Evelynn Hammonds andRobin Kilson, cocoordinators of
Spelman College in Atlanta (one of only the Black women in the Academy conference
two single-sex universities for Black _

women i» the country); and Angela Y. BDavis. Performance artist Vinie Burrowswill present her one-woman show on the ecause there are so feew of us,
evening of January 14. There has never we have mary moretasks to perform:
been another conference convened by . :
Black women profess; for Black we do not have the luxury of single-mindedness
women professors. it is enin . .

AT school among those available to our white colleagues. There are
smallest number of Black female faculty ; ;BB ay simply never enough Black bodies
A on any predominantly white

The conference will address a diversity ndof topics, starting with institutional issues campus lo IO arounda.
surrounding Black women’s presence in RE
the academy and fanning out to the



wider world of contemporary Black the issues of welfare reform and “family~~market.Affirmativeactionhasnotdonewomen. Some panels will showcase values,” and culminating with the us a lot of good, despite the myth of dou-work currently being done in the field of~~media’srecentscandaloustreatmentofbleadvantagethathasgrownuparoundBlack women’s studies, demonstrating Professor Lani Guinier. Another stimulus us: the idea that any Black woman hired
the maturity of that discipline and the came from the disillusionment resulting is a “twofer” and countable in two
ways in which it diverges from its older from the profound isolation many of us minority categories at once. For the last
sister, women’s studies. Two groups of felt in academic jobs, which once seemed decade, African Americans have averaged
women are coming from overseas, bring- to be the dream of a lifetime. Too many about a million undergraduates yearly;
ing a comparative perspective to the pro- Of us suffer the burdens of tokenism in fewer than 1000, male and female, man-
ceedings: one contingent of women of silence in an attempt to live up to white age to take doctorates each year.African descent from the Netherlands models of collegiality. Too many ofusgo~~AlthoughBlackwomenarecurrentlyand another group of African women to too many conferences hoping for earning slightly more than half of all doc-
from the University of Witwatersrand in some of the companionship denied us on toral degrees granted to African Ameri-
South Africa. African and Caribbean campuses where we are alone only to be cans (annually about 500—half of which
women working in American universities disappointed. We are still only a hand- are in education and social work), this
will add their experiences. Panels on poli- ful. It seemed more than time to try and represents only about 1.4 percent of the
tics, welfare organization, health and gather the mass of Black women aca- national total of 34,000. White womenreproductive rights, and the media will~~demics.in3singleplace,tocombineourarecurrentlyaveragingabout12,000examine the recent trend toward the voices, not only for our own benefit but doctorates a year. Once employed, Blackdemonization of Black women in public for the edification of our employers and~~academicwomenareconcentratedinthediscourse. Various panels will examine the media as well. lower ranks: as of 1985, nationally wethe roles of Black women in popular cul- Historically, white men entered the=madeup3percentofinstructorsandlec-ture, including a roundtable on Terry~~academyfirst,thenwhitewomen,andturers,2.7percentofassistantprofessors,McMillan’s recent bestseller, Waiting to then Black men. Black women followed 1.4 percent of assodate professors, 3.4
Exhale. More usual academic literary far behind. The first three Black women percent of administrators and only 0.6
and historical work is also on the pro- took their Ph.Ds in 1921, a full genera- percent of full professors.
gram. Finally, as befits the venue of the tion behind the first Black men. Our The way this dispersal plays out on the
conference, a major examination of numbers remained small untl the 60s. ground of university and college campus-Black women in science and engineering~~NooneknowsforsurehowmanyBlackesisfrightening.Mostschoolscanboastis planned. women earned doctorates before the only one or two Black female facultyThe conference was born out of frus- advent of avil rights legislation— proba-~~members,usuallywithouttenure;thetration, loneliness, and the belief that bly fewer than 125. No one knows for school that has a handful, with one
Black women had spent far too long as sure how many Black women have doc- tenured, is doing very well indeed. (If you
one of academia’s best-kept secrets. In torates now, although some 8,000 of us are wondering how we are doing locally,
part, the impetus came from what seem to be currently employed in Harvard has just hired a senior Blackappeared to many of us as the scapegoat- academia, out of a total professoriate of~~woman,itsoneandonly,dueoncampusing of Black women academics over the about 400,000, working in some 3,500 next year. MIT has no tenured African-course of the last few years, starting with schools. Statistically, despite a fairly com-~~Americanwomenfaculty,whilethe disrespect shown to Professor Anita petitive job market for minority aca- UMass/Boston is doing very well with
Hill’s academic standing by the Senate demics, Black women professors are paid five tenured African-American women.)Judiciary Committee, maturing in the less than anyone else in the academic~~Havingspentthelasteighteenmonthspolitical discourse generated by last teaching hierarchy, a situation that working on a study of Black women doc-
year’s electoral campaigns centered on echoes national trends across the labor torates, I am forced to conclude that our



the detriment of our careers. As women,
we do all of this and cope with personal
lives outside of the academy—homes and
children—often alone. Our advanced

= education makes it difficult to find spous-
es in our communities, given. the socio-
logical and demographic realities of
African-American life today. The emo-
tional and physical toll taken by trying to
be so many things to so many people is
enormous.

In January, however, the realities of
our daily existence will be thrown into
focus for three days at MIT’s historic
conference. One sponsor, the Kellogg
Foundation, has provided the funds for

be 5 the construction of 2 database that willsmall numbers have as much to do wi be the foundation of a permanent net-
the enduring conviction in the white work of Black women scholars. It is our
academy that Blacks are inherently inferi- hope that another school will pick up
or, no matter how nuch education they where MIT leaves off and volunteer to

hes 2s iv the fr Squely ne diffi- host another similar Sones 3 Pog:wi e minute number of incom- three years’ time. At the v or
a» students, the so-called three y we all will a er
pipeline issue. As an example of the thing precious few of us have ever had in

Pytaguen ooPuy beied I should our academic lives—the i andtell you ¢ chair of my department golidarity of numbers. It is a beginning,In Hand job told me the first time she and A ag 5
came to dinner at my house that she
hadn’t really thought me an intellectual Author's note: Registration for the con-
until she saw the books in my house. I ference is $60 before December 1,
can only imagine that she expected meto  g75 after December 1 for nonstudents;
share her eb 3 = $20 before December 1, SenOur tiny numbers, compared to white December 1 for students. A ;
men, iva women, and Black men on, of $20 Lr Le po ao
Ss Josof most ilk who cannot attend oe whole event.ifficulties. Small numbers mean there Registration forms and information
are precious few role models for either a bad oh MIT So
students or faculty. Small numbers mean gpppices Office, (617) 253-1700, or the
we can never blend into the woodwork, Blak Women in the Academy confer-
but rather are highly visible among our ~~, office directly at (617) 253-8880.

colleagues in every sg ones
Because there are so few of us, we have eT
many more tasks to perform: we do not Y 8

os the luxury of single-mindedness Pologt Lo esshe
Sali fo our TE55,ners ing for Ariel: Black ros Doctorates
are simply never enou eson | ; os O17

ry edema whe amps og AmericanUte197191”
around. We aze poy jos py and Academy conference, she teaches
researchers) We Aro dlsOCONSION, OMY Black Distory ond rome’ sindios ot
forters, and advisors to students, col MIT
leagues, and administrators, typically to :
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National Conf at MIT
F Black W Academia
Nd 1,000 registrationshave and universities and to examine the Welfare State: Intersections of Socialbeen received for the major na- role of black women scholars in public~~Policy;PedagogicalConcerns:Race,tional conference, “Black Women in life, said Professors Kilson and Gender and Authority in the Class-
the Academy: Defending our Name Hammonds. room; Exploring the Realities of Black
1894-1994,” which will be held at MIT Prior to this conference, there has Student Life on Predominantly White
January 13, 14 and 15 in Kresge Audi- been no forum for black women aca- Campuses; and Black Female Sacrifi-
torium and around campus. demics to sharetheirissues and experi- cial Political Lambs: Anita Hill and

The conference is the first national ences, collectively see each other’sre- Lani Guinier. Discussions will also
meeting to focus on the special issues search and to network with other pro- cover the media, Hollywood,
and scholarship of black women in fessionals with similar backgrounds. marginalization and social change.
higher education, say its organizers, The conference’s three keynote Professors Kilson and Hammonds
Robin Kilson, professor of history and speakers are: hope the conference will break through
a specialist in European imperialism —Lani Guinier of the University of the isolation that colleagues have com-
and colonialism, African and African- Pennsylvania Law School, proposed plained about within the academic en-
American history and women’s stud- by President Clinton, but later with- vironment. :
ies, and Evelynn Hammonds, an assis- drawn, to head the Civil Rights Divi- Academics will be coming from all
tant professor of the history of science sion of the Justice Department. over the United States and from Southin the Program in Science, Technology —Dr. Johnnetta Cole, president of~~AfricaandtheNetherlands.Manyuniver-and Society, a specialist in the history Spelman College. sities are also sending groups of students.
of medicine. —Professor Angela Davis of the -Sponsored by MIT, Wellesley Col-~~UniversityofCalifornia,SantaCruz.lege and Radcliffe College, with sup- The program also lists more than 60
port from a number of foundations, the varied panels, workshops and
conference is a unique opportunity to roundtable discussions. Topics include:
address historical and contemporary  Foremothers: Rethinking Our Intellec-
issues facing black women at colleges tual Debts; Black Women and the

Professor Angela Davis Dr. Johnnetta B. Cole



s. Sor fe bil HD(5 5 (or CGP, 7
CAMBRIDGE forts in the Area 4 neighborhood. emergency medical response units

Fp Rg The breakfast, which is open to (known to many users as “the but-
i all who would like to volunteer their ton”). ¥ |

\, ib P p ) time or financial support, will be : The other tenants so far are En-
nA held at the Royal Sonesta Hotel at dogen, Millenium Pharmaceuticals,

8:30 a.m. on Jan. 14. and Pathology Services.
3 - 1 Established in 1987, the Kendall As Henry Ford was usually on

African American Community Group is a project in the cutting edge of technology, he ’
women convene which financial, in-kind and volun- probably would have been proud.

teer support is raised among corpo-

A national conference on African- rations in Kendall Square, led by Compiled by Jennifer KingsonAmerican women will convene at Draper Laboratory, Polaroid and Bloomthe Massachusetts Institute of Tech-~~MIT.ThesupportbenefitstheAreanology Thursday through Saturday. 4 neighborhood through services
Entitled “Black Women in the provided by the Community Art

Academy: Defending our Name, Center, Margaret Fuller House and
1894-1994,” the conference is meant Tutoring Plus.
to focus scholarly energies on public “It is a unique collaboration,”
perceptions of African-American said Kathleen Granchelli of Draper
women, and how views have changed Labs. “We raise about $55,000 a year
over the last century. At the fore- which is distributed among the agen-
sront will be discussions of the public cies, and we keep striving to increase
discourses spurred by the Clarence our budget.”
Thomas Supreme Court confirma-
tion hearings and the ongoing issue From Model T S
of welfare reform. : .

The keynote speakers will be to biotech
Lani Guinier, the law professor who
was President Clinton’s nominee for i 1916, when officials from the
attorney general; Johnnetta Cole, Ford Motor Co. constructed the
the president of Spelman College; huge building at 640 Memorial Driveand Angela Davis, a professor at the~~asanassemblyplantforModelTau-University of California at Santa tos, they probably did not envision
Cruz. that the cavernous facility would one

day be home to a panoply of biotech-
1 1 nology firms.Meeting Friday But MIT, the new owner of the

for Kendall group od plant, has announced that the
newly renovated building is now 93

T his Friday will be the annual percent leased by medical technol-breakfast meeting of the Kendall ogy and biotechnology firms. The
Community Group, a collaboration of building’s anchor tenant is Lifeline
local businesses that offer philan- Systems Inc. of Watertown, which
thropic support to social service ef- makes and distributes personal
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IN THE ‘CIVILIZED’ SETTING of vale or Washington.
one learns the rules can be ungentlemanly and unmindful of those

Rv Lani Gulnier who have long gone unheard personal anecdotes for the profoundfia ELTRE—_—senseofalienationandisolationthatn 1984, I returned to Yale caught in my throat every time I
Law School to participate opened my mouth. Nothing resonat-
on a panel of mainly black ed there for a black woman, even
alumni reminiscing about after my 10 years as an impassioned
the 30 years since Brown Years: he was a creature of habit. He room preparing to address a race- . civil rights attorney. Instead, I
vs. Board of Education. It readily acknowledged the presence and gender-mixed audience, I felt * promptly began my formal remarks,
was a panel sponsored by of a few “ladies” by then in atten- the weight of the presence of those ** trying as hard as I could to find my
the current black stu- dance, but admonished those ofus stern gentlemen's portraits. For me, voice in a room in which those por-
dents who were eager to 00 into that other gender not to this was still not a safe place. traits spoke louder than I ever could.hear the voices of those~~fe€lexcludedbyhisgreeting.We,Yet,allthemenonthepanelre-Ispokeslowly,carefullyandneverwho came before them.~~t00.inhismind,weresimplygentle-mindedushowtheyfelttoreturnonceadmitted,exceptbymypres-Each of us on the panel spoke for 10 men. “home,” with fondly revealed stories, ence on the podium, that I had ever

minutes in a room adorned by the In his view, “gentlemen” was an about their three years in law school. been at this school or in that room
traditional portraits of larger-than-  2sexual term, one reserved for refer-  Aneedotes about their time as law ~ before. I summoned as much author-
'ife white men. It was the same ence to those who shared a certain students, mostly funny and a touch ity as I could to be heard over the
classroom in which, 10 years earlier, Civilized view of the world and who self-congratulatory, abounded. WOMEN, Page 72
[ had sat for “Business Units,” the exhibited a similarly civilized demea- These three black men may nothave _  _ _ ~

name Yale gave to “corporations,”  NOr- By his lights, the greeting was a felt safe, either, but they each intro- Lani Guinier is a professor at the
with a white male professor who ad- [0rm of honorific. It was evocative of duced their talks with brief yet lov- University of Pennsylvania Law
dressed all of us, male and female, as the traditional values of men. in par- ing recollections of their experi- School. This is an excerpt from the
gentlemen. ticular men of good breeding, who ences. Even the so-called “black keynote address to the Black Women

Every morning, at 10 minutes possess neither a race nor a gender. radical” among us waxed nostalgic in the Academy Conference to be de-
after thehour, he would enter the [f we were not already, law school and personal with proud detail about /! vered at the Massachusetts Institute
“lassroom and greet the upturned would certainlyteach us howto be his encounters as the lawschool ~~ of Technology on Thursday. A collec-
‘aces: “Good morning, gentlemen.” gentlemen. That lesson was at the troublemaker. tion of Guiniers essays. The Tyran-
He described this ritual the first day Neart of becoming a professional. It was my turn. No empowering Y 0f the Majority, will be published
He had been teaching or many . Nowback in the familiar class- memories found myvoice. I had no by the Free Press in March.
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not recognize me in the images the media

W omen produced. Things got curiouser and cur-
iouser. I was like Alice, her size changing
every 10 minutes, facing the Caterpillar, who

Continued from Page 69 demanded to knowjust who she was:
“‘I-I hardly know, sir, just at present —

sounds of silence erupting from those giant  ,¢ Jaast I know who I was when I got up this
images of gentlemen hanging on the wall and morning, but I think I must have been
from my own ever-present memoryof slowly changed several times since then.
disappearing each morning and becoming a “What do you mean by that? said the
gentleman of Business Units L : Caterpillar sternly. ‘Explain yourself.

Immediately. after my presentation, the «+ cannot explain myself, I'm afraid, sir,
other black woman on the panel rose to quid Alice, ‘because I'm not myself, you
speak. She, too, did not introduce herself go0:»
with personal experiences or warm reminis- Identified by my ideas — or more precise-
cences about her past association with the ly by caricatures of them — I came to repre-
law school, but, like me, remained upright sent America’s worst fears about race. Sen-
and, I thought, dignified. Afterwards she and ¢oh00c words, even phr tod bh: ’ : phrases separated by

I huddled to talk about how different the law paragraphs in my “controversial” law reviewschool we had experienced was from the one5ijcleswereserveduptodemonstrateIwasrecollected by our male colleagues. ~~ gytside the mainstream of polite society.
We were the minority within a minority I became a cartoon character, Clinton's

whose existence, even physical presence, had “quota queen.” It didn’t matter that I never
been swallowed up within the traditions as-  y4yocated quotas. It did not matter that I
sociated with educating gentlemen. Even am a professor of law, gainfully employed,
from our places up front at the podium, withlife tenure. Like the welfare queen, quo-
those portraits were like some attic jury re-  t5 queen was a racial stereotype and an easy
minding us that silence about what we knew headline looking for a person. And, like Al-
was the price of our presence. ice, I walked into the looking glass of manip-

Years and career options intervened. I lated images from which my real ideas
joined the academyalong with other women, were never allowed to emerge.
including women of color. The memory re- Through my law review articles, I had
ceded of the time when larger-than-life gen- spoken about the problems of a democracy in
tlemen imposed such heavy silences on wom- which people of color have a vote but no
en. Then, in the spring of 1993, I was nomi- voice. I had written about people like Mila-
nated to be assistant attorney general for gros Robledo, a Latino voter in Philadelphia.
civil rights, and those law student memories Following a recent absentee voting scandal,
assumed contemporary urgency. Once again, Mr. Robledo lamented that he knows now
a larger-than-life jury commanded silence. what his vote means: “It means a lot to poli-

This time, I was explicitly admonished ticians. It means nothing to me.”
not to speak, as a courtesyto the Senate pri- As a civil rights lawyer, I challenged elec-
or to confirmation hearings. I could not ex-  toral systems in which voters were alienated
plain misconceptions contained in ideas at- from actively participating in the process of
tributed to me because I was not allowed to self-government. As a law professor, I pro-
speak for myself or even to be myself. This moted alternative, race-neutral remedies to
time, the jury spoke in a way more personal, empower all voters and to make elected offi-
more overtly hostile and more public than I cjals more accountable to all their constitu-
had known before. This experience was ents. I had followed the trails blazed by
much worse than my transformation from James Madison, an author of the Constitu-
black woman to gentleman as a law student. tion, and traversed by Nikolas Bowie, my
Yet that law student experience proved an then 4-year-old son, both of whom taught me
important reference point. The academy had about democracy. I sought consensus, posi-
prepared me well for the feeling of being tive-sum solutions to the dilemma - identi-
cast outside the mainstream, even as I was fied two centuries before by Madison - of a
welcomed within it. self-interested majority that fails to rule on

Unlike many male colleagues whose behalf of all the people. In those situations
breeding, status and gender assured them where 51 percent of the voters were exclud-
traditional presumptions of respectability ing the other 49 percent on the basis of their
both inside the academyand beyond, I never race, their gender, or. their ideas, I ques-
became my resume. Instead, as the assistant tioned whether 51 percent of the people
attorney general for civil rights-designate. I should enjoy 100 percent of the power.
was defined entirely by my opponents and As Madison reminded us, if the majority
those in the media who took control over my in a racially mixed society does not represent
image. Like the female gentlemen of Busi- the interests of the whole, but instead single-
ness Units L I had fallen down a rabbit hole, mindedly pursues its own special interests,
onlythis time it was in Washington. then majority rule can become majority tyr-

In this “wonderland,” the distortions anny. And in playing “Sesame Street”
were so great. even my own mother could games, Nikolas had provided the insight that
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} AF FILE PHOTO JUNE 1993
At a June 1993 press conference at the Justice Department after President Clinton had withdrawn her nomination to be an assistant

attorney general, Lani Guinier says she still believes she is “the right person for the job.”

children often “take turns.” Politics could be Living as an outsider “within the veil,” I, like those who were left out. Our gift then is to
different if adults learned how to do the Du Bois, saw myself revealed through the turn silence into insight and to make a cho-
same. Winners would not win everything, eyes of others. Yet, like Alice through the rus of many voices contending. As Supreme
and losers would not be permanently ex- looking glass, the experience eventually be- Court Justice Potter Stewart wrote in 1964,
cluded. They could take turns. came a gift. As Du Bois would say, it was the our government reflects “the strongly felt

Yet, while I remained silent, those who gift of second sight. American tradition that the public interest is
opposed my nomination had a platform from At the twilight of the century, manyof us composed of many diverse interests, [which]
which to speak, defining the parameters of who are not white or male still live “within ... in the long run . .. can best be expressed
conversation and debate. Like the gentle- the veil.” We, too, may experience Du Bois’ bya medley of component voices.”
men's portraits featured prominently along peculiar sensation of measuring one’s soul by “Gifted with second sight,” we can share
the walls of my law school experience, even the tape of others. But, drawing on the mul- our stories so the rest of the world gains
the self-proclaimed radicals among my con- tiple consciousness of second-sighted outsid- from our knowledge and experience. Re-
servative critics enjoyed the larger-than-life ers, we have found within our own voice a member, though, that our stories are not
status of neutral observers. source of information and legitimacy. monolithic. Nor are they monotone or mono-

I did not get a hearing, but I did not lose Yes, I didn’t get a hearing. Nor as a fe- logue. They are part of a dynamic conversa-
my voice for long. In the manyintervening male gentleman law student did I speak out. tion, in which thereis a space for everyone to
years since lawschool, I had gained the con- But as a result of conferences like the one in have her say. As Nikki Giovanni writes, the
fidence to question directly speech that si- Boston Thursday, organized by women of purpose of leadership is to speak until the
lences rather than enlightens. I had been color in the academy, some of us are working people gain a voice.
forewarned by those law student memories to ensure that other voices are heard. And And if we persist in telling our own sto-
of larger-than-life gentlemen's portraits by insisting on our ability to speak out about ries in our own voices, eventually we will be
dominating the debate. our ideas, we can spark the debate that we heard over the thunderous silence of the

I began to comprehend what W. E. B. Du have so often been denied. gentlemen and their larger-than-life por-
Bois eloquentlydescribed at the dawn of this But when we speak, despite our experi- traits. Like Alice in Wonderland. our stories
century as the twoness, the double identity ence, we need not speak from anger: for we will become classics in their own right. be-
of being black and American. For me, there are women with a gift, not a grievance. Real cause we shall speak until all the people gain
was a threeness because I was also a woman. democracy is strengthened by including a voice.
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Guinier to headline
MIT conference

Lani Guinier, whose nomination for a
top spot in the Justice Department was
pulled by President Clinton after she was
deemed too liberal by some in Congress,
will headline the national “Black Women in
the Academy” conference at MIT this
week. More than 1,000 women are expect-
ed at the conference, according to MIT.

Dr. Johnetta Cole, president of Spelman
College, and Angela Davis, the radical
political activist who is a professor at the
University of California at Santa Cruz, will
also speak at the conference.

Among the 60 workshops and round-
table discussions are “Black Women and
the Welfare State” and “Exploring the
Realities of Black Student Life on
Predominantly White Campuses.”
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National forum at MIT to focus ' Academic conference
on black women in academies set for black women
TT eT Grand ally ensures a professor lifetime job security and~~ICONFERENCEson,about71percentofallfull-timeCONTRIBUTING REPORTER offers academic freedom. Continued from Page 13 faculty hold tenure.
i : Conference attendance, which Kilson original- : “The need is really tremendous

Robin Kilson, an assistant history professor at ly projected at 500 participants, has snowballed. a oy ra ... to increase the number and sta-
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a MIT officials report that about 2,000 people from poco conferences, but in a pool of tus of African-American women’in
rarity at academic conferences: She is female and around the country, as well as from South Africa ,0511y 1,000 total faculty at MIT higher education,” said Deborah, J.
black. and the Netherlands, have registered. Kilton was the only black female on Carter, associate directorof the Of-

When Kilson attended an academic conference The conference will feature keynote speakers tenure track at the university for fice of Minorities in Higher Educa-
designed for blacks four years ago in Madison, Angela Davis, a professor at the University of five years. In the last year, Kilson tion. “By and large, they are in assis-
Wis., it turned into “an amazing show of male California at Santa Cruz, and Lani Guinier, a pro- said, only three more tock women ‘ant professor positions or they are
ego,” she recalled. fessor at the University of Pennsylvania Law at MIT have joined her on the ten- lecturers or work part time, concen-

“At the end of that conference, I said we have School. ure track — a figure that Kilson trated at our historically black insti-
to have a conference of our own.” “There’s never been a conference specifically called on par with other universities. tutions and in community colleges.”

So Kilson organized a three-day national con- focused on us,” Kilson said. “It’s been clear from Nationally, black women com- For her part, Kilson said, she
ference, “Black Women in the Academy: Defend- the response from the beginning that everyone prised about 1.9 percent of all tenure WS willing to work for the past 14
ing Our Name 1894-1994,” starting tomorrow at thought it was an idea whose time had come.” track faculty at colleges and univer- months organizing the black wom-
MIT. The conference will showcase black women The conference is co-sponsored by MIT, and sities in 1991, the latest year for en's conference with MIT assistant
in the academic world and talk about key related Wellesley and Radcliffe colleges. which statistics are available, accord- science professor Evelynn Ham-
issues. Throughout her academic career, Kilson, 40, of jpg to the Office of Minorities in monds, although others at MIT dis-

Those issues include finding mentors in the Watertown, has endured “a continuous sense of Higher Education for the American couraged the endeavor because. it

academic community, addressing oe paucity of isolation following me around wherever I went,” Council on Education in Washing- would detract from Kilson’s time for
prospective black women professors and receiving she said. . ton. The figure for black men was research and publishing. Kilson shid
tenure at universities, Kilson said, Tenure gener- LSONFERENCE, Page 17 only slightly better: 2.6 percent of she hopes that when she is reviewed

* tenure track faculty for 1991. for tenure, this conference will be re-
The percentage of black women garded as one of her highest

teachers who hold full-time faculty achievements.
positions with tenure is 59 percent, For more information on the con-
according to the council. By compari- ference, call 617-253-8889.



1,500 EXPECTED:

Black Women’s Conference
Draws Large Registration
Rie for January 13-15 na- Radcliffe College’s Bunting Institute.tional conference, Black Women Serving on the advisory committee
in the Academy: Defending our Name, are MIT President Charles M. Vest and
1894-1994, has soared past the 1,300 his fellow college presidents Linda
mark. Wilson of Radcliffe, Neil Rudenstine

Plenary sessions will be held at of Harvard, Diana Chapman Walsh of
Kresge Auditorium where the three Wellesley, Nan Keohane of Duke and
keynote speakers—Lani Guinier Johnnetta Cole of Spelman. Other mem-
(10:30am Thursday, Jan. 13); Johnnetta bers are Shirley Malcom, AAAS; Sara
Cole (Spm Friday, Jan. 14); and An- Lawrence-Lightfoot, Harvard School
gela Davis (2pm Saturday, Jan. 15)— of Education; Nell I. Painter, Princeton;
will deliver their remarks. Every ses- Nellie Y. McKay, University of Wis-sion is expected to have a capacity~~consin,Madison;DarleneClarkHine,audience. They can be seen on closed- Michigan State; Henry Louis Gates Jr.,
circuit television in Rms. 10-250, 34- Harvard, and Cornel West, Harvard.
101, and 9-150. The program notes that the confer-

Several workshops and panel ses- ence is dedicated to the memory of
sions will be held at various locations Phyllis Wallace, professor emerita,
on campus on Thursday, Friday and MIT Sloan School of Management;
Saturday. Sylvia Boone, Yale, and Audre Lorde,

The executive committee organiz- Hunter College, “and other women of
ing the conference consists of Profes- color who have labored in the academy
sors Robin Kilson and Evelynn Ham- and helped to prepare the way for the
monds of MIT and Florence Ladd of present generation.”

MIT Tech Talk 1]12[94



By Sarah Y. Keightley is quite an event to get people to come to ters will discuss issues “of wider interest to
NEWS EDITOR Boston in the middle of January. black women in general.” This includes poli-

-* A national conference focusing on issues ‘People are coming from all over the coun- tics, the fates of Anita Hill and Lani Guinier,
concerning black women in academia — the try, from community colleges to Ivy League reproductive policy, and welfare policy, she
first of its kind — will be held at MIT this schools, Kilson said. Scholars will also be said.
Thursday,Friday, and Saturday. ~*~ "#5:: coming from South Africa and the Netherlands. ~~ Kilson said she does not anticipate one par-

“Black-Women in the:Academy: Defending Though the:conference-is targeted at black ticular highlight for the meeting. Rather; “the
Our Name 1894-1994” will include keynote women faculty, organizers expect a diverse whole conference is the highlight.”

tspeakers: in: Kresge “Auditoriuns and ‘presenta- ‘group of peopletoattend:3s ses wer + 1% isa 5; &lt;The conference-will feature three keynote
‘tions around campus:Among the headline; +oit gmiognednn_ g - ~~ uspeakers: Lani Guinier from the University of
"attractions is a keynote address by'Lani’ Forum forsharing experiences: _~ =r :a1x% »Pennsylvania‘Law School — President Bill
Guinier. / &gt; ww insignia ow. ow The ‘maintpurpose of‘the conference isto = Clinton’s candidate to head the Civil Rights
4#This is’ an extraordinary ‘event for MIT,” create a foruni for-black women in academia to- Division of the Justice Department before he
said Robin W. Kilson,professor of history and share their experiences and their work and to withdrew her nomination; Dr. Johnnetta Cole,
women’s studies and one of the meeting’s network with others in similar fields. * president of Spelman College; and Professor
organizers. It will go “a long way to changing: : =The conference -has-no-central focus. Angela Davis of the University of California
the image of MIT for minority faculty across Instead, about 200 participants will be present- Santa Cruz.
the nation,” she added. : .- . ing papers on a wide. variety of topics, Kilson ~~ In addition to these speeches, more. than 60
~-~.Organizers. are expecting about 2,000 peo- said. Presentations will concemtopics such as panels, workshops, and round-table discussions

ple to attend, according to Kilson. “People are “career issues, getting jobs;.getting through — -
enormously excited,” she said. She noted that it , graduate school,” she said. Also; some presen- ; : Women, Page 12

Women, from Page 1, Radcliffe College, and several foun-
- ef dations.

will take place. If there were a prototype to" this
conference, it would be a small

Original idea for the conference meeting held about 20 years ago at
Kilson came up with the idea for Radcliffe College, Kilson said. One

the conference “through [her] per- hundred people attended the event.
sonal frustration through the sense Because of the great amount of
of isolation as a black woman.” planning required and the high
There are few black female faculty costs, the conference will not be an
members, especially here at MIT, annual event, Kilson said. Planning
she noted. this conference has “taken up 14

Furthermore, when she went to months of my life,” she said.
academic conferences, she felt iso- Kilson hopes another school will
lated because few black women take on the project three to five
were present. With this conference, years.from now. A likely choice
black women can have the “experi- would be Spelman College inence of being in the majority instead~~Atlanta,shesaid.Spelmanisacol-of the minority for a change.” lege for black women.

She came up with the idea four Though it is still possible to reg-
years ago, then found collaborators ister for the conference, people
to help her plan the conference. should be aware that registration has
Evelynn M. Hammonds, professor exceeded the capacity of Kresge,
of the history of science, is the other  Kilson said. Interested people could
organizer. The conference is spon- still see the keynote speeches via
sored by MIT, Wellesley College. video monitors in designated over-
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UNIVERSITY NOTEBOC
workshops and round-table discus- 1 coincide with Black Historysions on Be facing black women Coretta King Month.
Among the subjects to be discussed to speak at MIT
are: Gender and Authority in the Coretta Scott King will be the
Classroom, Black Women and the :
Welfare Site and Black Female keynote speaker at MIT s 20th an-

, — Saciificial Lambs: Anita Hill and nual celebration of the birth of herLani Guinier Lani Guinieg : husband, Dr. Martin Luther King.
MIT offici.als say the confere The month-long celebration wi]Comes to MIT is the first-ever ors for Hace begin 3 fm 3 aturlay, i is, with

Lani Guinier and a host of other women academics to share their js. 2 Musical tribute to Dr King in
prominent black women will be at sues and experiences, Kresge Auditorium, Mrs. King
MIT from Jan. 13 to 15 as part of a Guinier, along with Professor Will speak in Kresge Feb. 15, fol-
national conference onblack : Angela Davis fiom the University lowing the traditional silent march
women in academics, : of California at Santa Cruz ond of MIT community members from

“Black Womenin the Academy: Johnnetta Cole, president of Spel- Lobby J to the auditorium,
wl te rae JA 19547 a Colige, eppntf osaoan arwill i ebru 1

elude more tan 60 petkls, keynote speakers. rather than on King of Bi to
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Black women in academe:a
Their time ha

f all the schools where Evelynn Ham-
monds could have enrolled, she chose the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

following in the footsteps of Shirley A. Jackson,
who in 1973 became the first black woman to
receive a doctorate in physics.

Although Hammonds went on to get her doc-
torate somewhere else — Harvard — her ex-
perience at the institute : ;
helped shape her life for “Everyone thought it was an As examples, she cited the
years to come. idea whose time had come.” recent excoriations of Anita

When she arrived at MIT in Among the issues being dis- Hill and Lani Guinier.
1976 with her bachelor’s degree cussed at the three-day confer- Hill's disregarded charges of
from Spelman College, Ham. ence are the role of mentors in sexual harassment and the si-
monds traded the security of the academic community, sur- lencing of Guinier, a former
an all-black women's college vival strategies and the need Justice Department nominee,
for a life of isolation as one of for cultural sensitivity train- stand as testimony to the na-
two black women in the gradu- ing. tion's unwillingness to count
ate physics program. : Kilson, speaking perhaps for among its chorus the voices of

A year later, the other wom- most of the 2,000 people regis- black women. .
an left. - tered at the conference from “The achievements of these

So it was no surprise that the United States, South Africa two women galvanized the
Hammonds, now an MIT and the Netherlands, said that academic community in a way
professor, would be elated at being one of the few black that no other set of events has
the sight she beheld yesterday women at her college often in recent memory,” Ham-
as she took the stage of the made her feel isolated in the monds said :
Kresge Auditorium. world of academics. Guinier, a featured speaker

Awaiting her greetings was Until Hammonds and two at the conference, said her aca-
an entire assembly of black other black women joined the demic mistreatment did not
academic women, each with faculty, Kilson spent five years begin with the failed nomina-
her own story of achievement, as the only black woman on tion and the poor coverage
each one of them inspired by tenure track among near ly that followed it.
the next. 1,000 faculty members at MIT. It started at Yale University

“I never thought I would Her story is not unique. Na- Law School in the classroom of
ever see so many black women tionally, black women com: 2 professor who, despite the
at MIT,” Hammonds said to a prised about 1.9 percent of all number of women there, insist-
laughing and cheering crowd. tenure track faculty at colleges ed on calling everyone “gentle-
“Thank you so much for being and universities in 1991, ac- men. i eat gh
here.” . cording to the Office of Minori- ~ Guinier spoke of the irony of

But to hear other women tell overcoming the experience of
it, the thanks belongs to her for being virtually disregarded
being courageous enough to only to later be silenced.
help organize such a .gather- - NARD Some of us are working to
ing. £2MY= ensure that othervoices are

Like so many other women z ] heard, Guinier said. En “ 3
in academics, Hammonds does Jove wl We are survivors, not vic-
not have tenure. For that mat- vo “os tims We are women with a
ter, neither does Robin Kilson, gift, not a grievance. Our gift is
another MIT professor who ties in Higher Education for to shift silence into insight.”
helped organize the confer- the American Council on Edu- That is difficult, though,
ence. cation when those at the opposite end

Tenure translates to job se- While about 71 percent of all of the academic spectrum -
curity, and being without it full-time faculty have tenure, White men — don’t want to lis-
could have been an uncomfor- only 59 percent of full-time ten, like the ones at Nebraska
table position for them given black women faculty members Wesleyan University, where
the subject matter of the con- do, the council said. Olga Davis is an assistant
ference. Not even the recognition of Professor.

where's never been a con- university Professor Toni Often, when a famous black
ference specifically focused on Morrison, who won last year's person comes to her university
us,” Kilson said of the gather- Nobel Prize for literature, '© speak. Davis is asked to
ing, titled “Black Women in the could make up for the abuses make an introduction. The last
Academy: Defending Our black women have suffered in such speaker was an artist.
Name." the world of academics. Ham- Never mind that Davis’ back-

monds said. ground is in theater.
“That, to me, was insulting,”

Davis said. “But a situation
like this will either make you
or break you. I have chosen
that it wilt make me.”
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Guinier sl Clinton {
lacki ights leadershi

By CONNIE PAIGE During her keynote speech
: id at the first of its kind confer-

Law professor Lani Guinier fpeo le are ence at MIT, attended by about
I pb f 1,600 black women academics

from across the country, Laniabout President Clinton's flip- desperate or Guinier reserved Cao scorn
flop in June on nominating her leadership. for the media, which she said
to the nation's top civil rights h . ’ had misrepresented her views
ps bt Bases Me for lack- they re oh Voting rights.
Ing'a ctw Cy. Instead of giving specialAt a Massachusetts Insti- desperate for weight to black votes, as widely
tute of Technology conference vision.” reported, Guinier said she had
on black women in academia, : i. actually advocated propor-
Guinier accused Clinton of fall- — Lani Guinier tional representation — much
ing down on his pledge to rein- like the election system in the
vigorate civil rights enforce- city of Cambridge. That kind of
ment. system, she said, ensures that

“I think that there's a vacu- congressional Republicans and “majority rule does not become
um of leadership,” she said. Democrats. majority tyranny.”

“I think people are desper- But she did receive ‘two Guinier urged African-
ate for leadership, they're des- identical, machine-signed American women in academia
perate for vision, they're des- Christmas cards from the to build coalitions to relieve
perate for a sense that there’'sa White House,” Guinier said. their isolation.
moral center to this adminis- When asked if she was sur- Frequently interrupted by ap-
tration that is going to stand prised by the first lady's si- plause and laughter, Guinier cap:
firm on issues of substance. Be- lence on her plight, Guinier re- tivated the audience, with sever-
cause of various political calcu- sponded. "I think you've got it al women breaking into tears.
lations, apparently that leader- right.” “I cried, because I'm you
ship is not yet forthcoming Guinier's mother was more and you are me,” explained
from Washington.” outspoken about the family's July Rose-White of Southern

Guinier said she had not disappointment in the Clintons. Connecticut State University
spoken to the Clintons since be- “IT just felt Mr. Clinton did during the question-and-an-
ing dropped as nominee for U.S. not measure up to what Lani swer period.
assistant attorney general for told me about him. She said he Guinier promptly stepped to
civil rights. Clinton dropped was a man of some integrity,” the edge of the auditorium
Guinier under pressure from Genii Guinier said. stage to give Rose-White a hug
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‘Guinier cites vacancy
of key eivil rights post

. 9 .Sees Clinton's policy as muddled *
By Alice Dembner

GLOBE STAFF
and Traci Grant

CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

CAMBRIDGE - Lani Guinier,
whose name was nominated and
then withdrawn by President Clin-
ton to be assistant attorney general,
said yesterday there is “a vacuum of
leadership” on civil rights issues in
Washington. ’

“The administration has not fol-
lowed through on its pledge to rein-
vigorate the civil rights division of
the Justice Department,” said Guin-
ier, a University of Pennsylvania law
professor whose nomination for the
nation’s top civil rights post was
withdrawn amid controversy about
her views on voting rights. She said
Clinton's apparent difficulty in filling LUBE tary PHITO/ DAVID L RYAN
the post reflected his administra- Lani Guinier prepares to address
tion's muddled vision and its unwill- a conference at MIT yesterday.
ingness to discuss race. = - una

Guinier also said she was dis- ‘yjty. Nationally, black women made
turbed that the US Supreme Court yp about 1.9 percent of all tenuiro-
in a recent voting rights case had in- track faculty in 1991, the latest year
dicated thatit believes “we are living for which statistics are available, ac-
in a color-blind society.” She said she cording to the American Council oh
sees growing polarization of blacks Education.
and whites. Kilson said she hoped the confer-

-Her comments came at a NeWS ence would help perswde many of
conference following a MOVINg the undergraduate and graduate stu-
speech kicking off a three-day con- gents attending to pursue academic
ference at the Massachusetts Insti- careers, sentiments that were
tute of Technology. The conference  oihoed by MIT President Charles
attracted about 1,500 black women yest Vest pledged to continue ef-
academics from around the world tog 4c to recruit and retain more
share ideas and support, develop pak women faculty, but he noted
strategies to increase their numbers that nationwide, only four black
and discuss solutions to the nation's oon oorned PhDs in chemical en-
problems. gineering last year. MIT hired one.

D rawing deeply on her own ex- Hammonds said the conference,
periences as a black female law stu- “Black Women in the Academy: De-
dent at Yale University and as a fending our Name, 183-1994," also
ROIMINge whom her opponents char- was organized to respond to the
acterized 48 “Clinton's quous quest, “public humiliation” of Lani Guinier
Guinier urged black women scholars and Anita Hill and to the “relentless
to fight attempts to silence them and assault” on black women in the de-
to work for change. . bate over welfare reform and family

“What was happening to me was 1
a metaphor for the experiences of ’
many women of color,” she said. In conference workshops, about

Women in the audience at 70 professors presented academic
Kresge Auditorium agreed, giving research papers on topics ranging
her three standing ovations, many from black feminist literary criticism
with tears in their eyes. “Your to strategies for gaiming political
speech gave me a path to follow,” power
one participant said. For Lina Bell, an assistant direc-

While making it clear that-she or ojmicsions at George Wash:
had never advocated quotes, Culnier ington University who teok in a sés-
stood strongly behind her belie? in sion titled “Race Gender Politics in
the need for proportional represen- 4, 4emic Culture,” the workshops
tation in elections and other means nie
“to ensure that majority rule does ’ ,
not become majority tyranny.” Bell and about 108 others dis-

Robin Kilson and Evelynn M. cussed the obstacles black women
Hammonds, both assistant profes- face not only to geta faeulty appoint-
sors at MIT, said they organized the ment, but the issues they must deal
conference in part because of their with once hired - including providing
feelings of isolation, as two of only “the black perspective” and heavy
three black women on the MIT fac- responsibilities for mentoring.
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Guinier addresses MIT conference
Former Clinton nominee speaks on color, sex in academia
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS across the nation. tion was withdrawn, she realized

Guinier, who gave the opening “we are survivors, not victims. We
CAMBRIDGE — Lani Guinier speech, was nominated to be assis- are women with a gift, not a

spoke yesterday of being a minor- tant attorney general for civil weakness.”
ity within a minority. Her audience rights in the Clinton administra- MIT and Wellesley and Radcliffe
was a receptive one: about 2,000 tion, only to have the appointment colleges are co-sponsoring the
people attending a conference on withdrawn under opposition to her conference, which will cover areas
black women in academia. views on voting rights. of mentors in the academic com-

The national conference is the Guinier was greeted by a stand- munity, receiving tenure at univer-
first of its kind. Organizers esti- ing ovation, and in some cases sities and the scarcity of potential
mated that about one out of Soe tears. At the end of her address, au- black women professors.three black women in academia dience members told the Univer- .
traveled to the Massachusetts In- sity of Pennsylvania Law School alsSopierense will Sno fom: g speech by An
stitute of Technology for the three- professor that she was a role model gela Davis, a professor at the Uni-
day event that began yesterday. to other black women in versity of Be Santa Crigz

“This is the first opportunity for academics. ) } ;
us to get together with each other. “What happened to me is not Some of us ar € working to en-
It’s never happened before,” said about me,” Guinier said. “It was a Sure that other voices are heard at
Evelynn Hammonds, an organizer metaphor for what has happened 2 confer ence like this one,” Guin-
and assistant professor of the his- to many women of color.” ler said. “We can spark the debate
tory of science at MIT. . She compared the silence and We have so often been denied.

Hammonds said that the confer- admonitions she received not to “We were the minority within a
ees shared the alienation of beinga defend herself or her academic minority, whose existence had
double minority — black and fe- writing which became controver- been swallowed with neutral terms
male. Many said they were the only sial to the larger silence all black used in educating gentleman,” she
black woman faculty member at women experience in academia. said. “Silence was the price of our
their colleges and universities Guinier said after her nomina- presence”
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Black women scholars seize chance to share not
By Alice Dembner with hundreds of others at a national confer- re attends many conferences where she feels women are asked to spend so much time

GLOBE STAFF ence on black women in academia. she has to work twice as hard as whites to be serving on committees as “the black voice”
a 2 « ap artietlar cause “WOI "SES : ) 1 S mts 4 ' 3 1 ’About 1,300 black worsen schiolats - from White colleagues Sa aie work focuses isi Do they lose time

CAMBRIDGE - For Gwendolyn Zo- undergraduates to professors to college ‘presume you ean’t ny vs : i
harah Simmons, the troubles come from all~~Presidents—havegatheredattheMassachu-handlecertainkindfWhileshesaysshehasbeenfortunatetoMaryJohnsonOsirim,theonlyAfrican-sided. setts Institute of Technology this week to ; . SO attend Yale and Brown universities and has American woman teaching at Bryn Mawr

} share ideas and support. For many it is a analytical work. And done well, she believes she has faced consis- College in Pennsylvania, hopes to get tenure
As a black female gr aduate student in rare chance to break the isolation they suffer when th tent subtle forms of discrimination from this spring in sociology, having successfully

the predominantly white B ehigious studies daily as the only black female in their de- en they See you can, white colleagues. juggled the roles of teacher, scholar, adviser
department at Temple University in Phila- partment or even institution. then the lights come “They hresume vou can't handle certgn 2M Committee member.
dephia, she says she faces racially demean- : ’ , 2Y brosume you oo : te:
ing remarks in class and a feeling that she “To see all these women already teaching on. ‘You're not a person kinds of analytical work,” she said. “And To easethe isolation, she helped organize
doesn't belong. validates my place in the academy,” said we had to brin in when they see you can, then the lights come an alliance of Asian, Latino, Native Ameri.

Simmons, whose department of 17 includes . g on. ‘You're not a person we had to bring in can and black faculty and staff at Bryn
As a teaching assistant, she tries to pro- only one black faculty member and graduat- [through affirmative (through affirmative action]. You're smart” " Mawr and nearby Haverford and Swarth-
i vthor Black Sndents Wh the Support ed its first black doctoral student. in 1002 action]. You're smart!’ As an assistant professor of educational M0" colleges.
she wishes she were getting, even though it “It's a treat to the eyes as well as the mind.” policy studies and sociology at the Universi- Fostering similar connections among
loves hoe dL a Rt The conference alse provided inspiration Assi ia R002 oi ty of Illinois at Urbana, Bernice McNair black women at institutions across the nation
own wou for Jonora K. Jones, an MIT sophomore ASSIS fessor. NL Barnett has felt similar pressure to prove was a goal of the conference organizers, and

Simmons says that her self-confidence, from Houston who hopes to become a uni- ———— = herself. one that Osirim was actively pursuing.
‘elope - years i versity professor of history. “There's un percents at black wome . :

developed over yous in the workforce as a ; yp : ry There's a perception that black women Other conference goals included encour-
development officer for the American ‘Walking across Mass. Ave. and seeing experience multiple advantages. but there's aging more black women to become profes
Friends Service Committee, helps her shrug hordes of black women academics was a spe- not an understanding that they face multiple sors and spur . : y

SE x as a 8 scholarship wi avi 7 soll] d ste hi Vv i sors and spurring their academic work.

off problems, but does little to ease her disil- cial experience.” she said. “As a black stu- Sho we having to fight to get it disadvantages.” she said. “This i licati ) ¢ Work ;
lusionment with university life. i ; ly.” naa. AT Ce ; ae is is a validation of my own experi-

) don hoe fos vay ; 3 ; 5 Getting hired is petting gluse, she said, ences, a reaffirmation of who we are as a
Yesterday, however, she was buoyed by For Tricia Rose, the conference afforded As an assistant professor of African stud- hut receiving tenure = or a lifetime appoint-o0nte ™ aid Osirim. “But above all. it is em, : : ; 4 : peoj

the opportunity to share her experiences a chance to discuss race and black women’s ies and history at New York University, she gent - is very difficult, in part because black BOWEN. Wr aremol ore as victims
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® Angela Davis speaks

to participants of “Black LL Bb
reSrEeSa RRR BEBERiy AY IerYUEH ZLEE=THETECHWomen in the Academy” AsinGuinier’Spénetherconference.on-“Black;Women:In.the

conference. Page 12 TokitoelieSheteivi‘Hights’section.of.the.Justice:Depart:ment. Guinler'defe her support of cumulative voting._
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Employment” confer- 0 UIe I DP SALA
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By Sarah Y. Keightley® Lemmon, Matthau newszomoR” LL
ue Grumypy Old «7. On Thursday morning,Lani.Guinier spoke at the opening of therose ry “Black-Women inthe Academy: Defending Our Name 1894-1994”

Men. Page 6 conference held at MIT. Using humor and anecdotes to illustrate her
points, she captivated the audience that filled Kresge Auditorium.
Guinier studied at Radcliffe College, then went on to Yale Law

® Campus Arts Page 8 School, graduating in 1974. She is a civil rights attorney, and spent
seven years as a litigator for the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. Since 1992 she has been a profes-
sor at the University of Pennsylvania Law School.

..InApril, Clinton nominated Guinier to be Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral for Civil Rights. Because some of her scholarly work created
much controversy,he withdrew her nomination in June.

Guinier’s speech focused on the unique role of black women in
academia, her withdrawn nomination for Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Rights, and her support for cumulative voting, ~~

After her keynote address, she responded to. questions from the
audience. These questions ranged from how she would have handled
her nomination differently to her opinion on specific legal issues to
dealing with stereotypes. ]

The audience was clearly moved by her speech. Many women
said they could relate perfectly to her experiences. Guinier received
many thank you’s and several requests for hugs.

Guinier began her talk by speaking of her Yale Law School expe-

Guinier, Page 13
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® ® @ ® 0 e ® ® ®Guinier: Being a ‘Minority within the Minority’®

Guinier, from Page | vote, that does not necessarily mean~~whitestudentsandtheothermainlyalsourgedtheparticipantsnottolems.~~ anything, Guinier said. For situa- attended by black students. The con- speak with anger — “We arc sur- “Gifted with sccond sight, we
riences. One of her professors called tions when 51 percent of the voters  troversy arose when the all-white  vivors, not victims.” Through con- can share our stories ... build coali-
the class “gentlemen.” “In his view, enjoy 100 percent of the power, prom committee was choosing versation, black women can share tions, develop a voice. ... We shall
‘gentlemen’ was an asexual term,” they are excluding 49 percent of the songs. Each student could vote for their insight and through collabora- speak until all the people gain a
Guiner said. This was evocative of voters, she said. three songs, and the songs with the tion they can work to solve prob- voice”
the traditional values of men, she Guinier explained how groups most votes would be played at the
said. can be excluded for participation, prom. It turned out that many of the

She came to realize that she was and how she believes this goes black student’s songs were not cho-
a “minority within the minority” — against the idea of fair play in a sen.
a black woman. multi-racial democracy. As an 8- The black students felt shut out

What W.E.B. DuBois had called year-old Brownie, she resigned by the decision-making process
a “two-ness, the double identity of from a “rigged” hat-making contest. based on majority rule. Guinier
being black and an American,” was Another Brownie, whose mother quoted one student as saying: “With
now a “thrce-ness” for black was a hat maker and made her us being in the minority, we're
women, Guinier said. Women have  daughter’s hat in front of every- always out-voted. It’s as if we don’t
to takc on what Mari Matsuda calls body, won the contest. This “stands count.”
a “multiple consciousness,” which as an example of rules that are White students were hurt that
is “a bifurcated thinking between patently rigged or patently subvert- their black peers were holding a
personal consciousness and the ed,” Guinier said. separate prom. They thought the
‘gentleman's’ consciousness that “Yet sometimes, even when black students were not playing by
dominates the status quo.” rules are perfectly fair in form, they the rules, namely the supposedly

serve in practice to exclude particu- fair majority rule, Guinier said.
The withdrawn nomination lar groups from meaningful partici- An alternative to the situation

Guinier also spoke about her pation,” she said. “Some rules can would be to give each student 10
withdrawn nomination for Assistant seem just as unfair as the milliner votes to place on how ever many
Attorney Gencral. Her main com- who makes the winning hat for her songs, reflecting the intensity of their
plaint was that she never got a daughter.” preferences. In this way, the black
chance to present herself and her The fairness of majority rule students could pool their votes to
ideas at a hearing. “The academy assumes shifting majorities — hear some of their songs at the prom.
had prepared me well for being out- losers on one issue may be ‘winners So even if the majority's favorite
cast from the mainstream though on another issue — connected with songs were played more often, the
accepted within it.” the value of cooperation, she said. “songs that the minority cnjoyed

“I could not express ideas attrib- But, “sometimes the majority is a would also show up on the roster.”
uted to me because | wasn’t allowed fixed group that seems to rule by
to speak for myself or explain ignoring the minority.” Not a new idea
myself,” Guinier said. ~ Quoting James Madison, Guinier Cumulative voting is not a new

The media took control of my - said the “tyranny of the majority idea, Guinier said. “Thirty states
image, she said. “The distortions  réquirés safeguards to protect one require or permit corporations to use
were so gross, even my mother pait of Society against the injustice this system to elect their boards of
couid not recognize me.” * '"":' ofthe other part.” Guinler's solution directors,” and both Reagan and

Guinier said she doesn’t advo- is cumulative voting, allowing all Bush supported it under the Voting
cate quotas, but “Quota Queen” was voters to take thins .and ensuring Rights Act, she added.
an casy stereotype for her. “My teal that “majority nile does not become “Yes, I didn’t get a hearing, nor
ideas were never allowed’ to’ majority tyranny.” as a female-gentleman law student
emerge,” she said. And though’ oe did I speak out, but as a result of
Guinier could never speak for her-~ Minority; shut out by majority conferences like this one ... some of _ _
self, those who opposed her could: *:A4 dil alternative to “winner- us are working to ensure. that other ; YUEN 2AEETIE To
speak out. Sart, aden an) také-all™décigion ritking, "Guinier voices dre heard,” Guinier said.’ Johnnetta B. Cole, president of Spelman College, gives the

Still she assured the atidiericé**{  sifpotts the idea of tumulativé vot=: ~~“ Gulnier advised the conference second keynote address at the Black Women In the Academy
did not get a hearing, but I’did tiot&gt;" ing. Under this system, éveri‘the: participants fo “spark the debate that conference.
jose my voice for long.” f+ 33nd} lo ‘gets something, and the'riile of we have so often been denied.” She

The big controversy arose when’ taking turns results in a positive sum
Guinier’s critics focused on ofie of solution; she said. , ~~~ ~~
her law review articles that support-. - For example, last spring a pri-
cd alternative clectorate procedures. vate high school in Chicago had two
Though pcople have the right to proms — one mainly attended by
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Davis Discusses Issues Concerning Black Women
By Rishi Shrivastava tended. It is not more important that to attribute to something or some-
STAFFREPORTER, an assistant professor is denied body else.”

Angela Y. Davis spoke in Kres- tenure than that a secretary is Davis's third point concerned
ge Auditorium on Saturday after- trapped in a dead-end job, she said. society's criteria for characterizing
noon, at the closing of the “Black “What was and remains a problem black women. “We have to go out
Women in the Academy: Defending is the premise that middle class of the habit of assuming that the
Our Name 1894-1994" conference. women necessarily embody a stan- masses of black women are to be

Davis, a professor at the Univer- dard that poor sisters should be defined in accordance with their sta-
sity of California, Santa Cruz, has encouraged to emulate.” tus as victims.”Furthermore, she
been a spokeswoman on racial and = Davis then discussed sexual said it is wrong for blacks to portray
economic issues, as well as harassment in the work place. Since themselves as victims to gain
women’s rights, for more than twen- black women heid mainly domestic advantage “like when Clarence
ty years. jobs from the end of slavery to Thomas invoked the idea that he

She addressed the conference’s World War II, they were particular- was the victim of a high-tech lynch-
theme at the beginning of her ly susceptible to sexual harassment, ing.”
speech. “We've been called upon to Davis said. Furthermore, the white In her final recommendation,
defend the names of many of our public would wrongly blame these Davis argued against damaging race
sisters in sometimes new and black women when harassment relations with other minorities. “We
provocative ways,” Davis said. occurred, she said. cannot afford to commit ourselves

Recently, black women came to In other matters, more education so fervently to defending our names
the defense of Anita Hill, Lani is necessary to prevent the spread of that we end up poisoning ourselves
Guinier, and Johnnetta B. Cole AIDS, she said. Also, Davis called against” other races.
when they were attacked by the for campaigns to acknowledge the - :
right wing. However, black women “sexual autonomy of young black Opinions on recent issues
could have defended Guinier better women.” : Davis also expressed her opin-
when she was considered for Assis- ions on recent controversial issues.
tant Attorney General for Civil Four guidelines She criticized the government's
Rights in the Clinton Administra- Davis outlined four major guide- treatment of illegal immigrants.
tion, she said. a lines for black women to follow. “Black migrant workers from the

She stressed the need to further  First,“we can no longer assume that South were historically treated in
defend black women such as Sur- there is one monolithic force against very much the same way as undocu-
geon General Jocelyn Elders. Elders which we position ourselves in mented Latinos are treated today.”
had the courage to suggest drug order to defend our name. It’s not We must all discourage backlash ERE CaECh

EE sis 3st the white establishment.” she AnigraSalis Angela Y. Davis gives the concluding address to the “Black Women
ter Toni Morrisson,” Davis said. "Also, “there is a sense in which high unemployment, she said. in-tfis Acagemy® conference oh Saturday. sftermoah-
She said Morrisson, the first black neo-liberalism and neo-conser- In addition, socialism is not an
female Nobel Laureate, has.defend- vatism are coming dangerously empirically flawed concept, Davis cocaine to get thc same sentence as given voting rights. She said state
ed the name of black women to the close together.” For example, Davis said. “Just because socialist states one who possesses crack. This law laws prohibiting inmate voting
world. said both.groups are raising reverse have fallen ... for reasons that had is discriminatory because blacks use rights discriminate against minori-

el .. --% discrimination arguments and are much more to do with a lack of crack more often than they use pow- ties because a disproportionate num-
New problems for black women “(50 taking stances against affirma- democracy than with socialism dered cocaine, she said. ber of inmates are black or Latino.

Davis went on to speak about the tive action. : itself, this doesn’t mcan that social- Also, increased prison construc- Approximately four million prison-
new problems black women face. Her second guideline was that ism is an obsolete political project.” tion only promotes crime, and incar- ers in the United States are denied
“While courageous people fought to black women refrain from talking Regarding criminal issues, sen- ceration should be abolished for suffrage, she said. ee
make the walls of academia léss-- to each other.in ways they them- tencing guidelines are inherently many groups, she said. In fact, She concluded by emphasizing
impenetrable, these very victories selves do not wish to be addressed  bidsed against blacks, Davis said. Davis suggested the possibility of the nced for a new United States-
have spawned new problems and * by others. “We can no longer For example, she said that the sen- releasing women from jails since Caribbean policy, especially for
foreshadow new struggles.” ~*~“. jgnhore the ways in which we some- tence for possessing crack is the they arc generally involved in less Cuba and by encouraging the audi-

The rights of all black women times end up reproducing the very same as the sentence for possessing violent crimes. ence to attend a 1995 women’s con-
are not respected equally, she con- forms of domination which we like 100 times as much powdered Davis said prisoners should be ference in Beijing.
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Black women demand
J ® ® : ®

inclusion in academia
Richard Thorpe as keynote speakers at the event.

Guinier received national at-
“ came to represent America's tention last spring when her nomi

worst fears about race. Sentences, nation as assistant attorney general
words, even phrases separated by was withdrawn by President Clinton
paragraphs in my ‘controversial’ law after he deemed her legal writing
review articles were served up to and, opinions too controversial for
demonstrate | was outside the his administration. ~~. =
mainstream of polite society.” In her speech on the opening

Those words, uttered by Uni- day of the conference, Guinier
versity of Pennsylvania Law School helped set the tone of a three-day
Professor Lani Guinier, were part of event at MIT, “Black Women in the
a dialogue of empowerment by Academy: Defending Our Name
hundreds of African American 1894-1994." The purpose of the
women from the halls of academia. national event was to come up with

Spelman College President Dr. methods to increase the number of
Johnetta Cole and Angela Davis, a black women in academia, as well MIT Professor Evelyn Hammond joins University of Pennsylvania “Black Women in the Academy: Defending Our Nae” confererice
professor at the University of Cali- as to make sure their voices are Law Professor Lani Guinier and MIT Professor Robin Kilson ata at MIT. Guinier spoke chiefly about her highly publicized Justice
fornia at Santa Cruz joined Guinier .=icontinued to page 10 press conference following Guinler’s keynote address during the Department nomination process. (Julia Cheng photo)
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Kilson described the historical thought of as welfare queens, for faculty posts is by encouraging
. Co significance of the conference, teenage mothers and referred to as more young black women to pursue

@ academia i hence its name. bitches and ho's.” academic careers,” said Vest.
“During the Columbian World MIT's president, Charles M. Most of Guinier's comments

Exposition of 1893, blacks were Vest, stated his support of the con- were in direct response to her
continued from page 1 faculty personnel in the United denied full representation. Fannie ference’s goal, while calling for ac- Justice Department nomination
heard. States. Barrier Williams, a black activist, celerated and thoughtful mentoring process, during which Clinton, a

According to the conference They explained: “The issue of was allowed to address the Ladies and recruitment programs to in- longtime friend, refused to grant a
statement of purpose, cowritten by advancement through the ranks of Pavilion meeting and she basically crease the low number of female hearing for Guinier to defend her
MIT Professors Robin Kilson and the academy is therefore critical,” said that as black people, we have African American faculty members, views and the attacks against her.
Evelynn M. Hammonds—the con-  Kilson and Hammond said. “The to stand up for ourselves,” Kilson Last year, Vest said, 25 She urged the 1,500 participants to
ference conveners, 14,366 of the conference is intended to provide a explained. percent of all the black women who join forces and speaking out when
38,814 people who earned doc- rare opportunity for black female “In 1993 [when the conference earned Ph.D.s in chemical engi- injustice and media attacks prevail.
torate degrees from American uni- members to meet and talk to each was being planned] it didn't seem neering in this country joined MIT's “| didn’t get a hearing. Nor as a
versities in 1992 were women. other across ranks and disciplines; as though that much had changed. faculty. female ‘gentleman’ law student did |
However,only 570 of those womén most African American women Black women are still ignored, “That was one woman. So you speak out. But as a result of con
were African American. Together, scholars find themselves the sole looked down upon and blamed for see my point. The important way to ferences like the one in Boston, or
black men and women make up female of color in their departments promiscuity and the downfall of increase the opportunities univer- ganized by women of color in the
about onlv 2.5 percent of tenured and institutions.” American society. We are only sities have to recruit black women continued to page 17



other professions, must resist self- Wearing a green dress and a United States. Partly ny on
oppression. At the same time, long sash that she expertly used to at times riveting, a %

12 « Thursday, January 20, 1994 « BAY STATE BANNER diligent efforts must be made so alter her appearance, Burrows, minute routine was a briflia
that university administrators do not transformed herself from a child in black women. : ih

° deliberately exclude qualified black Sopies Spins oe ns i
TTT i i cision and rape, to an older wom . by8 academia pr | . Te Pe Bor bias tales of woe a exhilaration. forming solo after becoming disillu

“We've looked high and low Burrows also portrayed Winnie  sioned by the lack o Py oy
continued from page 10 the “double whammy” of the afore- and we couldn't find one so we Mandela, Sojourner Truth and a mul for black Sones hy To
academy, some of us are working mentioned isms, while calling for had to hire another white man,” titude of women from Mali, the also direc s and C
lo ensure that other voices are African American females in the Cole characterized generic uni- United Kingdom, Egypt and the productions.
heard. And by insisting on our ability academy to use the tools like the versity officials to enthusiastic
to speak out about our ideas, we conference to make universities applause from the audience.
can spark the debate that we have and American society as a whole She also suggested that sinceso often been denied. more reflective of its racial, sexual~~blackwomenarethemostop-“But when we speak, despite and ethnic diversity. pressed, that they are in a unique
our experience, we need not speak “African American women have position to help remedy the
from anger: for we are women with the best chance of being change problem in academia. i
a gift, not a grievance. Real agents and transforming America “Black women know what it is
democracy is strengthened by in- as ever,” said Cole. “The academy like to witness racism and
cluding those who were left out. Our does not stand apart from America, sexism. Clearly, in the academy,
gift then is to turn silence into it's very much a part of American life ain't been no crystal stair,”

__. said Cole. We have the ability to
= see racism and sexism more

“The conferenceis intended to provide a rare clearly than others because
 ha African Americans have been op-

opportunity for black female members to meet and essed the most. You might say
talk to each other across ranks and disciplines....” it is double vision.” ao

Following Cole's remarks, Vinie
. . Burrows, a New York-based per-

— Robin Kilson formance artist, gave a riveting
rtm . I slice of life into the experience of

ri mem African women all over the world.
insight and make a chorus of many society. The academy is an intense
voices,..." said Guinier. reflection of society at large.”

The conference, which featured Cole said that increasing the
60 panel sessions, had diverse. number -of African American
topics such as “Black Female Sacr+~ females in ‘academia was
ficial Political Lambs: Anita Hill and paramount.
Lani Guinier,” and “Black Women “We do appear on the boards of
and the Welfare State: Intersections trustees of colleges and universities.
of Social Policy." We are not in large numbers [in

Spellman’s Johnetta Cole, in academia] but we are here. We have
her electrifying, address, spoke of slipped through the cracks where
the academy as a microcosm of hordes should have been,” said Cole.
society, an institution filled with Cole, a former anthropology
racism and sexism. She under- professor at the University of Mass-
scored the trials of black women achusetts at Amherst, said that
having to live with what she called black women in academia, as in
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Blacklesbiansinacademe
speak Jan.15atconference

BlackisbianacademicsspokefotheirexperiencesafaJan.13.workshopofalarger
conference,fifled,“BlackWomenintheAcademy:DefendingOurName,1394-1994.
Pictured aboveare,leftoright;MarvaNelsonofSouthernllinoisUniversity,C.Lindi
Emoungu of MIT, and Angela BowenofClarkUniversity. Theconference took place at MIT
from:Jan: 13:15; omens sm Sem Te Apa a



Canbordye Chr rd Black women scholars cq]
Jamu 29 for change at MIT conference

BY JONATHAN R. SEGAL division of the Justice Department.
Special to the Chronicle Guinier, whose Nomination to the

Justice Department Post was with-
ome 1,600 black women drawn amid controversy surround-NJ came to the MIT ing her views on voting rights,
campus last week to discuss added that there js “5 vacuum of

their common struggles in academia leadership” on civil rights issues in
and address the problems black Washington and urged black women
women have experienced in the po- scholars to “work for Change.”
litical world, Some members of the conference

Among the participants were Lani jssued a calf to black women to be
Guinier, President Clinton’s former more inclusive in thejr struggle for
nominee to head the Cjvi] Rights equal opportunity.
Division of the Justice Department, In a roundtable discussion Friday,
Johnnetta Cole, president of Spel- “Political (Re)Awakening of Black
man College, and Angela Davis, Women,” Davis discussed the need
professor at the University of Cali- for black women to cast aside the
fornia, Santa Cruz, barriers of identity politics and
The conference, “Black Women in reach out to other women of color to
the Academy: Defending Our Name join in their struggle.
1894-1994,” consisted of more than “It’s about time black women
60 panels, workshops and roundtabje Step out and support activist organi-
discussions on such varied topics as zations by other women,” said
“Black Women and the Welfare Davis. “This is a historical moment
State,” “Race and Gender Politics in when we as black women have to
Academic Culture,” and “Black Fe- think about not reproducing the very
male Sacrificial Politica] Lambs.” hierarchies that exist today,”

Organized by MIT professors The three-day event, which wag
Robin Kilson and Evelynn Ham- Sponsored by MIT, Wellesley Col-
monds, the conference was the first lege and Radcliffe College, also pro-
national meeting focusing on the is- vided some potential signs of
sues of black women in higher edu- progress in the realm of academia,
cation. Both Kilson and Hammonds where black women currently ac-
said they felt the need for such a count for only 1.9 percent of aj]
conference because of their feelings tenure-track faculty,
of isolation, as two of only three As he opened the conference,
black women on the MIT faculty, MIT president Charles Vest encour-

The conference also addressed aged black women to pursue aca-
the political realities of black demic careers, saying that opportu-
women today. nities await those who focus on

In her keynote address, Guinier science and engineering,
criticized the Clinton Administration “Science and engineering... are
for not following through on its human endeavors. And they wij]
pledge to reinvigorate the civil rights reach there full potentia] only when

their leaders and practitioners bring
a wide range of experiences and per-
Spectives to the profession. Thus,
we need more women, and more
black women, in advanced roles ip
order to be as successful as pogsi-
ble ”



; vfost bbe Jabs
Globe’s coverage
of meeting was superb

The Boston Globe’s coverage of
the conference “Black Women in the
Academy: Defending Our Name,
1894-1994,” was superb. With the
Jan. 9 publication of the text of Lani
Guinier’s address to the conference
and intelligent reporting (Jan. 14-15)
on the rationale for the conference,
the conference highlights and the
sense of affirmation experienced by
the 2,010 conferees, the Globe con-
tributed to the documentation of a
historic episode in higher education.

The administration of MIT,
which hosted the conference, en-
sured the success of the event. The
remarks of MIT President Charles
Vest and MIT's effort to create an
inclusive climate enhanced the com-
fort of conferees.

FLORENCE C. LADD, director
Bunting Insititute
Radcliffe College

Cambridge

The Globe welcomes correspon-
dence from readers. US mail address:
Letters to the Editar,TheBoston
Globe, Boston 02107-2378.

The Internet address:
letter@globe.com
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CONFERENCE CROWD—Hundreds of people packed Kresge Auditorium for the start of the Black Women in the Academy
conference, which included questions and comments from audience members to the speakers. The firstof-its-kind event drew more
than 2,000 attendees. Photo by Donna Coveney

THOUSANDS: STRONG:

Black W Send A 1 to Clint
T his month's heavily attended con- mission a blue-ribbon panel on race “Critical aspects of this new public

ference focusing on black women relations; to promote black women’s policy initiative must center on €co-
academics culminated in an appeal to research and extend the Glass Ceiling nomic independence, not just welfare
President Clinton asking him for ac- Commission toaddress women ofcolor reform; the non-demonization of blacktion on a variety of domestic and inter-~~inacademia;toextendfundingforcom-youthintheanti-crimebillandelse-national issues. ~ munity-based social service organiza- where, and youthupliftment programs,”

The appeal, drafted by some of the tions for the poor; to end covertactions the letter said in reference to domestic
more than 2,000 attendees at the con- against Haiti and restore President social initiatives.
ference entitled “Black Women in the Aristide to power, and to continue to Attendance was considerably
Academy: Defending Our Name 1894-  supportdemocracy inSouthand South- greater than the 500-600 initially ex-
1994." asked President Clintontocom- ern Africa. (continued on page 8)



Black W Pen Appeal to Clint
(continued from page 1) of experiences and perspectives tothe hear a discussion about whether femi-

pected for the event, which took place profession,” Dr. Vest said. “Thus, we nism was a match for black women and
on campus Jan. 13-15 and was con- need more women, and more black the need to act together and in support
ceived and planned by Assistant Pro- women, in advanced roles in order to of others such as Asian women. Panel
fessors Robin Kilson and Evelynn be as successful as possible.” members included Angela Davis,
Hammonds. Attendees and more than Conference attendees participated Kimberle Crenshaw of the University
50 members of the media came fromall in more than 60 sessions, many dealing of California in Santa Cruz, Gina Dentover the country. The keynote speakers~~withissuesofhowacademiaandblackofColumbiaandWahneemaLubianowere Professor Lani Guinier of the women relate to each other, suchasthe of Princeton.
University of Pennsylvania Law sessionentitled “RaceandGenderPoli- Other large sessions included
School, Dr. Johnnetta Cole, president tics in Academic Culture.” Many ses- “Black Female Sacrificial Political
of Spelman College, and Professor sionsalsodealt withreachingintosoci- Lambs: Anita Hill and Lani Guinier”
Angela Davis of the University of Cali-  etyin general. Discussionsrangedfrom and “The Truth of Our Lives: Black
fornia, Santa Cruz. the welfare state to the power of Infor- Women’s Narratives as Primary

At the opening of the conference, mation to the portrayal of black women Knowledge Sources.”
President Charles M. Vest called for in Hollywood and the media. =
accelerated and thoughtful programs The Jan. 14 panel session “The Po-
of recruitment and mentoring to in- litical (Re)Awakening of Black
crease the numbers of black women Women: What’s Feminism Got to Doacademics at the nation’s colleges and~~WithIt?”wasoneofthemostpopular.universities. Mentoring and career de- Attendees crowded into the room to
velopment are crucial for black women
academics, “but it won’t do the job
alone—not until there are more black
women on the faculty to share the load,”
he said.

Last year, Dr. Vest said, 25 percent
of all the black women who earned
PhDs in chemical engineering in the
United States—four—joined the ten-
ure-track faculty at MIT. “That was
one woman. So you see my point,” he
said. The most important way to in-
crease the opportunities universities
have to recruit black women for faculty
posts is by encouraging more young
black women to pursue academic ca-
reers, he added.

“Science and engineering... are
human endeavors. And they will reach
their full potential only when their lead-
ers and practitioners bring a wide range

WORDS OF WISDOM-—Keynote speaker Lani Guinier, a professor of law at the
University of Pennsylvania, drew repeated applause during pe address.

Photo by Donna Coveney
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Choose issues carefully,
Angela Davis advises
Damola Jegede mainly on the government's litical lines were more clearly

treatment of people of color, but drawn.
Women around the world rose called on African Americans to ac- “Things were so much simpler.

to the defense of a young black knowledge and take responsibility We knew who the enemy was,” she
woman who was arrested for three for some of the problems within said. “We can no longer assume
capital crimes in 1970. their communities. that there is a monolithic force

On Saturday, Angela Y. Davis “We cannotjust fight the white against which we position our-
returned the favor as a keynote establishment,” said Davis. “We selves.”
speaker for the Black Women inthe have to defend our name in those Davis commented that racism
Academy Conference themed, “De- places we consider home as well.” and sexism has been sewn into gov
fending Our Name: 1894-1994" Davis expressed a longing for ernment policies, from immigration

The veteran activist spoke the return of the ‘60s, where po- to prison sentencing to White
House treatment of prominent
African American women.

“Because black people were so
instrumental in the election of
Clinton, we often find it difficult to
talk about the extent to. which the

“....we often find it dif
ficult to talk about the
extent to which the
erasure of race by the
new Democrats mirrors
the arguments by neo-
Conservatives.”

— Angela Davis

erasure of race by the new De-
mocrats mirrors the arguments by
neo-Conservatives,” said Davis,
listing arguments against affirmative
action and the implications of

Professor Angela Davis addresses the audience at an MIT forum on Black Women inthe reverse discrimination as examples.
Academy. Professor Davis spoke on government policies toward blacks and criticized continued to page 13

the Clinton administration's commitment to blacks. (Julia Cheng photo) Lr }

continued from page 2 the schools there is the evolution of
“There's a system in which neo- the specter of genocide, black

liberalism and neo-conservatism are genocide. But what doesn't get talked
coming dangerously close to- about is the women themselves.
gether,” she said. There is no discussion of safe sex.”

“The Clinton administration does African Americans are sup-
not deal with issues of racial dis- porting policies that are detrimental
crimination, even in the health care to communities of color, Davis said.
plan. What kind of discussion has “We have to acknowledge that
there been about safeguarding our first black woman senator has
people of color who are already sponsored the anticrime bill. | think
subject to the worst kind of racial it is important for us to write her
discrimination? None.” and tell her that she needs to look

Davis also talked about the distri at that a second time,” said Davis.
bution of the Norplant contra- “'m not holding Carol Mosely-
ceptive, which causes temporary Braun by herself responsible for this
sterility, in Baltimore high schools. trend, because within the black

‘In the debate against Norplant in community. there is an ever-in-
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creasing cry for more police and “The omnibus Anti-Drug Abuse drugs, we have witnessed the
more pnsons. Act of 1986 requires five years in insane proliferation of jails and

‘We have to look at the hidden prison for possession of more than prisons. Dr. Joycelyn Elders has
racialization of sentencing policies. five grams of crack. For the same had the courage to place the issue
Federal sentencing guidelines make sentence of powdered cocaine, you of decriminalization of drugs across
the mandatory minimum for crack have to have 100 times this much our political agenda,” said Davis.
cocaine much higher than the (500 grams).” “Because she raised the only
minimum for powdered cocaine,” But only 25 percent of de- reasoned solution, she has been
} harshly rebuked by the White
= Ep Bist Clinton has employed that
“ y : . same distancing strategy in relation
When slavery was abolished, it was abolished 0 Joycohn Eiders as os relation to

for all except those in prison. In many ways, those Lani Guinier,” said Davis.
structures of domination have continued.” . | Abolishing jails and prisons for a

- substantial section of the incar-
cerated may also be an alternative,

— Angela Davis according to Davis.
“I think we can start with the— —~~———womenandthenmoveon.Avastmajority of women are in jails and

said Davis. “More than 90 percent fendants in powdered cocaine prisons for nonviolent crimes like
of defendants in crack cases are cases are black, said Davis.. welfare fraud.”
black. he “In the name of the war against LY continued to page 21

continued from page. 13 strong tendency for African
The jail and prison system is a Americans to support the

continuation of slavery, said Davis. crackdown on undocumented Imm
“When slavery was abolished, it grants from Mexico and Central

was abolished for all except those America.”
in prison. In many ways, those “We have to speak loudly
structures of domination have con against the anti-immigrant
tinued, hidden away behind the backlash. Joblessness in the black
walls,” explained Davis. community has reached crisis pro-

“The vast majority of states do portions, but joblessness in our
not even allow inmates to. vote. various communities is not a result
We're talking about at least four of immigrant workers,” Davis said.
million people in this country who ——rr =@r eE—=oc
do not have the right to vote, a dis-
proportionate number of whom are
black and Latino.” When you attain this pure

African Americans need to be knowledge,
concerned about struggles in all
communities of color, said Davis. 9 : nae roubles Hou

“Black migrant workers from the 2944"
South were historically treated very You pervade the entire cosmos.
much the same way as undocu- Your freedom accomplishes
mented Latinas are treated today,” everything.
said Davis. “There are Latina im- —Swami Muktananda
migrant women, Asian immigrant
women, Haitian immigrant women.
On the West Coast, there is a ===
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RH Targeting young black
{ . ela HD) 5 women’s sexuality

- i . E by Sean Cahill nN
Te “Young black women's sexuality is the

" unstated target” of pregnancy prevention

add fesses sexual It. bk epresentations of black women programs, including a plan to distributey R have historically been bound up Norplant, which temporarily prevents ferTTSr— ———withimagesofracialtility,intheBaltimorePublicSchools,Davisrace and class at hypersexualization,” Angela Davis told a claimed. Government officials in Philadel
: crowd of 2,000 gathered at MIT January 15 phi also floated the idea of requiring

to discuss the state of black women in Welfare mothers to take Norplant to regu-
academia. In order to defend black women late their reproduction, -
againstsexual abuse and harassment which, “Most campaigns against teen preg:
“up until the 1950s, was a major problem” nancy fail to describe the possibility of
in American workplaces, black women sexual autonomy among young black
unwittingly engaged in their own subjuga- women. George Will wrote in support of
tion, Davis argued. the Baltimore program, stating that ‘disti-

White men defined black women, as bution of Norplant in schools may be the
well as black men, as oversexed, “inferior Most feasible preventative’ of teen preg-
sexual animals,” Davis said. “In the de- nancy,” Davis said. “But what doesn't get
fense of black women's sexual purity, of talked about are the women themselves
the morality of black women, sexualagency and the need for education to keep them
was for the most part denied.” out of situations where they might get

Davis, life-long anti-racist, anti-capitalist AIDS. There is not discussion ofsafe sex
and feminist activist and Professor in the here - only whether they have a baby.”
History of Consciousness at the University of
California at Santa Cruz, was the keynote “ Defending the names
speakerataconferencetitied “Black Women f . ”,in the Academy: Defending our Name of our sisters:
1894-1994," which attracted over 2,000 janitors as well as law
scholars and activists, most of them African
American women, 10 MIT this month. professors

“In the aftermath of slavery, sexuality
was one ofthe few realms in which black “In the very recent period we have
women could exercise some autonomy,” been called upon to defend the names of
Davis said. “This denial of sexual agency our sisters often in new and provocative
may have been the denial of freedom for ways - Anita Hill, [one-time nominee for
working class black women.” Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights]

IN Newsweekly January 30, 1994
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Davis reisterated the conterence’scall insane proliferation of jails, this military
for immediate US action to restore the state,” Davis said. “Clinton has employed

Lani Guinier, [US Surgeon General] jocelyn democratically elected governmentofjean- the same distancing strategy with Jocelyn
Elders,” Davis-said. “(Recently named Bertrand Aristide to Haiti. Elders as with Lani Guinier.”
Nobel Laureate] Toni Morrison has dra- Davis also called for the release of
matically defended our name before the most prisoners, a disproportionate per- (Clin Powell and the
world. But our victories in making the centage of whom are poor people of rel .
academy more open have sparked new color. She said that “communities of color politics of identity
problems, new struggles.” are becoming increasingly criminalized,” “We can no longer assume there is a

Davis cautioned the crowd of black and decried “the hidden racialization of  monilithic force against whom we must
women academics gathered from around sentencing” reflected in the disparity of position ourselves,” Davis advised. “It's not
the world against buying into the elitism mandatory sentences given for rock co- just the white establishment. The corporate
often found in academia: “Why is it caine(crack) versus powder. Whileblacks and political establishments are becoming
considered more important to defend the are only 12% of those who regularly use more integrated.” She dismissed “talk of
name of the assistant professor denied drugs - equivalent to their proportion of Colin Powell as our - whose? - first serious
tenure than the secretary kept in a dead- the population - they are 36% of those presidential candidate” as evidence of the
end job, or the woman of color janitor not arrested for drug violations. Ninety per- folly of uncritical identity politics - the
allowed to organize?” cent of defendents in crack cocaine cases support for someone simply because they

Davis implored her audience to be- are black, while only 25% of those in are black, lesbian, or the member of some
come involved with otherstruggles, espe- powder cocaine cases are black. Manda- other historically disenfranchised group.
cially those with which other people of tory minimum sentences for possession of The human liberation activist also decried
color - Latinas and latinos, Caribbean five grams Or more of crack are five years. “the extent to which the erasure of race [as
Islanders, Native Americans, Asians - find while “to get the same sentence for [Fos- an issue] by the ‘New Democrats’ mirrors
themselves confronted, including grow- session of] powder you have to have 100 arguments by neoconservatives,” and
ing anti-immigrant sentiment, which is times as much.” Davis said. pointed to this as evidence thatespecially pronounced in California. “On “There is a concealed racialization~~“neoconservatismandneoliberalismarethe West Coast; there is a strong tendency process going on here,” she charged. and coming dangerously close together.”
among African American women to sup- called for an end to the war on drugs and “We can no longer ignore the ways we
port the crackdown on Mexican immi- ‘the insane proliferation of jails.” The US end up reproducing the very forms of
grants,” she said. “Joblessness in our Prison population doubled in the 1950s. domination we attribute to someone else.”
communities is not the result of immigrant and more new jails were built in a spree she wamed. “For example, saying ‘She ain't
workers taking our jobs. Black migrant reminiscent of the anti-crime hysieria of black - she doesn't even look black” or
workers from the South were historically Jacksonian America (1820s and 1830s). At ‘She's too black - she talks like a preacher
treated the same way that undocumented least four million American citizens. a more than a professor! or ‘Her work isnt
Latino workers are treated today,” Davis disproportionate number of them African really about black women - she’s only
continued. “Like the black migrant worker American or Latino, do not have the right interested in lesbians.”
in the past. the Latino migrant today has (0 vote because they are prisoners or on “We must stop assuming that the masses
become the scapegoat of a faltering capi- parole. Only three states, including Massa- of black women are to be defined accord-
alist economy. We should not allow chusets.allowthose involved inthe “crimi- ing to the status of victim.” Davis said. but
politicians to reinvent the lie that was used nal justice system” to vote. “Dr. Eldershas also wamed against holding up “success-
against our own people 30 years ago,” she had the courage to place the issue of ful” black women as examples. while disas-said. to thunderous applause. decriminalization of drugs on the political~~sociatingoneselffrompoorwomen.andagenda - the one reasoned solution to this then claiming victimization while all the

~ while benefitting from a system that victim-
IN Newsweek! izes and exploits others. Davis said thatan

January 30, 1994 ’ example of this was [Supreme Court Justice)
Clarence Thomas's claim that he was the
victim of a “high-tech lynching’.

Davis concluded with a call for help.
especially from voung people (Davis tums
50 this year), to “figure out how to mike our
resisance dramatic” and effective in the
1000s.



Davis reisterated the conterence’scall insane proliferation of jails, this military
for immediate US action to restore the state,” Davis said. “Clinton has employed

Lani Guinier, [US Surgeon General] Jocelyn democratically elected govenmentofJean- the same distancing strategy with Jocelyn
Elders” Davis-said. “(Recently named Bertrand Aristide to Haid. Elders as with Lani Guinier.”
Nobel Laureate] Toni Morrison has dra- Davis also called for the release of
matically defended our name before the most prisoners, a disproportionate per- (Colin Powell and the
world. But our victories in making the centage of whom are poor people of ‘i . ‘
academy more open have sparked new color. She said that “communities of color politics of identity
problems, new struggles.” are becoming increasingly criminalized,” “We can no longer assume there is a

Davis cautioned the crowd of black and decried “the hidden racialization of  monilithic force against whom we must
women academics gathered from around sentencing” reflected in the disparity of position ourselves,” Davis advised. “It's not
the world against buying into the elitism mandatory sentences given for rock co- just the white establishment. The corporate
often found in academia: “Why is it caine (crack) versus powder. Whileblacks and political establishments are becoming
considered more important to defend the are only 12% of those who regularly use more integrated.” She dismissed “talk of
name of the assistant professor denied drugs - equivalent to their proportion of Colin Powell as our - whose? - first serious
tenure than the secretary kept in a dead- the population - they are 36% of those presidential candidate” as evidence of the
end job, or the woman of color janitor not arrested for drug violations. Ninety per- folly of uncritical identity politics - the
allowed to organize?” cent of defendents in crack cocaine cases support for someone simply because they

Davis implored her audience to be- are black, while only 25% of those in are black, lesbian, or the member of some
come involved with other struggles, espe- powder cocaine cases are black. Manda- other historically disenfranchised group.
cially those with which other people of tory minimum sentences for possession of The human liberation activist also decried
color - Latinas and Latinos, Caribbean five grams or more of crack are five years. “the extent to which the erasure of race (as
Islanders, Native Americans, Asians - find while “to get the same sentence for [fos- an issue] by the ‘New Democrats’ mirrors
themselves confronted, including grow- session of] powder you have to have 100 arguments by neoconservatives,” and
ing anti-immigrant sentiment, which is times as much.” Davis said. pointed to this as evidence thatespecially pronounced in California. “On “There is a concealed racialization~~“neoconservatismandneoliberalismarethe West Coast. there is a strong tendency process going on here,” she charged. and coming dangerously close together.”
among African American women to sup- called for an end to the war on drugs and “We can no longer ignore the ways we
port the crackdown on Mexican immi- “the insane proliferation of jails.” The US end up reproducing the very forms of
grants,” she said. “Joblessness in our prison population doubled in the 190s. domination we attribute to someone else.”
communities is not the result of immigrant and more new jails were built in spree she warmed. “For example, saying ‘She aint
workers taking our jobs. Black migrant reminiscent of the anti-crime hysteria of black - she doesn't even look black” or
workers from the South were historically Jacksonian America (1820s and 1830s). At “She's too black - she talks like a preacher
treated the same way that undocumented least four million American citizens. a more than a professor!” or ‘Her work isn't
Latino workers are treated today,” Davis disproportionate number of them African really about black women - she’s only
continued. “Like the black migrant worker American or Latino, do not have the right interested in lesbians.”
in the past. the Latino migrant today has to vote because they are prisoners or on “We must stop assuming that the masses
become the scapegoat of a faltering capi- parole. Only three states, including Massa- of black women are to be defined accord-
alist economy. We should not allow chusetts. allow those involvedinthe “crimi- ing to the status of victim.” Davis said. but
politicians to reinvent the lie that was used nal justice system” to vote. “Dr. Eldershas also wamed against holding up “success-
against our own people 30 years ago,” she had the courage to place the issue of ful” black women as examples. while disas-
said. to thunderous applause. decriminalization of drugs on the political sociating oneself from poor women. and

agenda - the one reasoned solution to this then claiming victimization while all the
while benefitting from a system that vicim-

IN Newsweek izes and exploits others. Davis said that an
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Clarence Thomas's claim that he was the
victim of a “high-tech lynching”.

Davis concluded with a call for help.
especially from voung people (Davis tums
50 this vear), to “figure out how to mike our
resistance dramatic” and effective in the
10005.



Davis reisterated the conterence’scall insane proliferation of jails, this military
for immediate US action to restore the state,” Davis said. “Clinton has employed

Lani Guinier, (US Surgeon General] Jocelyn democratically elected governmentofjean- the same distancing strategy with Jocelyn
Elders” Davis said. “(Recently named Bertrand Aristide to Haiti. Elders as with Lani Guinier.”
Nobel Laureate] Toni Morrison has dra- Davis also called for the release of
matically defended our name before the most prisoners, a disproportionate per i |word. But our victories in making the centage of whom are poor people of Colin Powell and the
academy more open have sparked new color. She said that “communities of color politics of identity
problems, new struggles.” are becoming increasingly criminalized,” “We can no longer assume there is aDavis cautioned the crowd of black and decried “the hidden racialization of~~monilithicforceagainstwhomwemustwomen academics gathered from around sentencing” reflected in the disparity of position ourselves,” Davis advised. “It’s not
the world against buying into the elitism mandatory sentences given for rock co- just the white establishment. The corporate
ofien found in academia: “Why is it caine(crack) versus powder. Whileblacks and political establishments are becoming
considered more important to defend the are only 12% of those who regularly use more integrated.” She dismissed “talk of
name of the assistant professor denied drugs - equivalent to their proportion of Colin Powell as our - whose? - first serious
tenure than the secretary kept in a dead- the population - they are 36% of those presidental candidate” as evidence of the
2nd job, or the woman of color janitor not arrested for drug violations. Ninety per- folly of uncritical identity politics - the
allowed to organize?” cent of defendents in crack cocaine cases support for someone simply because they

Davis implored her audience to be- are black, while only 25% of those in are black, lesbian, or the member of some
come involved with other struggles, espe- powder, cocaine cases are black. Manda- other historically disenfranchised group.
cially those with which other people of tory minimum sentences for possession of The human liberation activist also decried
color - Latinas and Latinos, Caribbean five grams or more of crack are five years. “the extent to which the erasure of race [as
Islanders, Native Americans, Asians - find while “to get the same sentence for [fos- an issue] by the ‘New Democrats’ mirrors
themselves confronted, including grow- session of] powder you have to have 100 arguments by neoconservatives,” and
ing anti-immigrant sentiment, which is tmes as much.” Davis said. pointed to this as evidence thatespecially pronounced in California. “On “There is a concealed racialization~~“neoconservatismandneoliberalismarethe West Coast. thereis a strong tendency process going on here,” she charged. and coming dangerously close together.”
among African American women to sup- Called for an end to the war on drugs and “We can no longer ignore the ways we
port the crackdown on Mexican immi- ‘the insane proliferation of jails.” The US end up reproducing the very forms of
grants,” she said. “Joblessness in our prison population doubled in the 1950s. domination we attribute to someone else.”
communities is not the result of immigrant and more new jails were built in i spree she wamed. “For example, saying ‘She ain't
workers taking our jobs. Black migrant reminiscent of the anti-crime hyseria of black - she doesn't even look black! or
workers from the South were historically Jacksonian America (1820s and 1830s). At “She's too black - she talks like a preacher
treated the same way that undocumented least four million American citizens. a more than a professor?” or ‘Her work isn't
Latino workers are treated today,” Davis disproportionate number of them African really about black women - she’s only
continued. “Like the black migrant worker American or Latino, do not have the right interested in lesbians.”
in the past. the Latino migrant today has to vote because they are prisoners or on “We must stop assuming that the masses
become the scapegoat of a faltering capi- parole. Only three states, including Massa- of black women are to be defined accord-
list economy. We should not allow chusetts. allow those involved inthe “crimi- ing to the status of victim.” Davis said. but
politicians to reinvent the lie that was used nal justice system” to vote. “Dr. Eldershas also wamed against holding up “success-
against our own people 30 years ago,” she had the courage [0 place the issue of ful” black women as examples. while disas-said. to thunderous applause. decriminalization of drugs on the political~~sociatingoneselffrompoorwomen.andagenda - the one reasoned solution to this then claiming victimization while all the

while benefitting from a system that victim-
Ww izes and exploits others. Davis said that an

January 30, 1994 nese example was [Supreme Court Justice]
Clarence Thomas's claim that he was the
victim of a “high-tech lynching".

Davis concluded with a call for help.
especially from voung people (Davis tums
50 this year). to figure out how {0 mike our
resistance dramatic” and effective in the
1990s.
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‘The radiation research on citizens
unaware of the dangers is only

the most recent revelation
ibout our government's willingness
to extend extraordinary freedom

to scientists.”
An assistant professor of

journalism: B1

‘If it had happened during the day
with classes in session. it could

have resulted in thousands
of deaths.”

An official at California State U. at
Northridge, on the earthquake: A20

**I think tenure allows people who
are not performing to continue

in their job."
A trustee at the College of the

Ozarks, which abolished its
tenure system: A18

People will mark time from before
and after this conference.’
A law professor at Emory U.,

on a meeting at MIT of
black, female scholars: A17

‘We need to stop encouraging
ambiguous sexual

encounters. treating them as though
they are not potentially life-

threatening. They are.”
A senior and a former student, on

Antioch’s sexual-offense policy: B3

“It’s going to cause a firestorm
when people get around to reading

1.7
A professor of management

science, on a controversial economic
analysis of the AIDS epidemic: A9

**For the students, this has opened
an unexpected window on the

world.”
A professor in Moscow,

on a pilot project to bring
distance learning to Russia: A41
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THE COVER

A Gathering of Black Women From Academe
More than 2.000 met at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. where they celebrated
their scholarship and aired their grievances: A17

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Campuses Hit Hard
’ ” ‘ .im California Quake

California State University at Northridge (right) and four
community colleges were severely damaged in the strong

earthquake that jolted the Los Angeles area: A20

yl ‘ &gt; ’Obtaining ‘Informed Consent
The controversy over decades-old radiation experiments has raised new questions about
how todav’s scientists deal with the people thev study: A8

Whither Desegregation
- I :After Court’s 1992 Ruling?

Much of what educators and legal experts predicted would happen in the
wake of the Court's action on college desegregation has not taken place: A33
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MARILYN HUMPHRIES, IMPACT VISUALS. FOR THE CHRONICLE

The organizers of a conference at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology no
on black women in academe initially planned for 500 attendees. More than 2,000 showed up.



More than 2,000 gather for what one says could be ‘the event of the century’

By Courtney Leatherman
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. ing the scholarship of black women and the black women by politicians and news orga-

F {HE Massachusetts Institute of Tech- ways in which, the participants said, it had nizations during recent debates over such
nology had never seen so many been undervalued or ignored in the acade- issues as welfare reform. She also pointed

} black, female scholars on its cam- my. to the ‘‘public humiliation’ of two black
pus. female scholars, Anita Hill and Lani Gui-That was the wry comment goingaround~~COMMISERATINGANDCONSOLINGnier.a three-day conference here that attracted The conference included much commis- Ms. Guinier, a law professor at the Uni-
more than 2,000 academics—most of them erating and consoling as participants versity of Pennsylvania, gave the first key-black women. shared their feelings of isolation on their=notespeechoftheconference.InkeepingBut then, MIT is not alone. campuses and in their disciplines. Women with the tone of the meeting, she spoke of

*“No institution of higher education has spoke of the ‘‘double bind” of racism and her experience as a black female law stu-
seen this kind of conference,’’ said Nellie sexism and of the burdens of serving as dent at Yale University, where she felt
Y. McKay, a professor of American and mentors to black female students when her presence was ignored, and of her expe-Afro-American history at the University of~~blackwomenprofessorsaresofewinnum-rienceasanunsuccessfulnomineeforWisconsin at Madison. Like others here, ber. the Justice Department’s top civil-rights
Ms. McKay referred to the conference as a The conference also offered a range of post in Washington, where she felt her
historic event, if not ‘‘the event of the cen- scholarship on everything from the history scholarship had been willfully misinter-
tury.” of black women to their health care. preted.

‘People will mark time from before and “Events such as this are affairs of the
after this conference,’ said Kathleen Neal mind and affairs of the heart,” Charles M. ‘IMPORTANCE OF OUR SCHOLARSHIP’
Cleaver, a civil-rights activist in the 1960’s Vest, MIT's president, noted during his Ms. Hammonds said that many of the
who is now a law professor at Emory Uni- opening remarks. proposed papers that scholars submitted
versity. But it was current events that spurred for the conference referred to Ms. Hill and

Two of the three black women on MIT's the idea for the conference, said its two Ms. Guinier. Many women, she said,
940-member faculty organized the event, organizers, Evelynn M. Hammonds and viewed the controversies around the two
“Black Women in the Academy: Defend- Robin Kilson. as reasons why now, more than ever, fe-ing our Name.” Ms. Hammonds, an assistant professor~~malescholarsneeded‘‘toaccountfortheThat defense took various forms at the of the history of science, said she was con- importance of our scholarship to the lives
conference. which was aimed at highlight- cerned about negative stereotyping of Continued on Page A19


